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Daily Egyptian 
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale 
Slllf PhalobySNrllvGloill 
Caitlin Fiello, a thira grader at Carruthers Elementary School, cuts construction paper 
ears to attach to the sculpture person she is making out of a hamburger carton at the 
ninth annual Arts in Education Festival at SIUC. The event drew 5,000 students from ele-
mentary schools around Southern Illinois. The students drew, painted, sculpted, learned 
songs and watched dances at various places around campus. 
Festival gives youths taste of art 
By David Vingren The event. in il~ final day. will meant to gi\·e youths a taste of the 
Slaff Reporter have entertained 42 different arts by providing entertainment 
SIUC sent home 2.600 smiling 
young faces yesterday and will 
!>end home 2.400 more todav a.~ a 
re,ult of it~ ninth annual ,\rts in 
F.<lucation Festival. 
Southern Illinois elementary ranging from opera to belly danc-
schools from 20 different coun- ing. 
tics with pcrfonnanccs and activi- The children. ranging from 
tics in fine arts and music. kindcrgartncrs to sixth graders, 
Nineteen different events tak-
ing place all over campus arc see FESTIVAL, page 5 
Iraqis see new show of U.S. force 
Los Angeles Times 
CAMP DOHA. Kuwait-With 
the scriousnes~ of soldiers readying 
thcmsclws for hattlc. Lt. Eric Seal 
and hi• platoon left their a.,semhly 
area here Wcdncsdav and hc;1dcd 
north towanl Kuwait:s border with 
Iraq. The American troops' guns 
were loaded. and their jaws were 
set. 
"We hear the Iraqis arc pulling 
back. and that rn:1kes things c;1sicr 
!'lanlcr. l1K>," Seal said a.~ his 
pl,Huon , annorcd ,·chicles moved 
away with a roar. "It's always c:t,icr 
see IRAQ, page 5 
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Deailsworry 
about tuition 
By Jeremy Finley 
Special Projects Editor 
As the SIU Board of Trustees 
vole on the 3.5-pcrcenl tuition 
increase today. some deans at the 
University ex~ressed concerns 
. abbui the rising, cost of itiition but 
feel the increa.-;c is necessary. 
Carol Henry. director of the 
SIUC budget office. said all tuition 
monies go into a general fund. 
Individual schools within the 
University do not receive a speci-
fied amount from this fund. but can 
request money and their n.-quest is 
reviewed by the vice president of 
academic affairs' office. 
Robert Paulson. director of the 
school of art and design. said any 
type of incrca.~ funding would not 
go towards faculty wages. but to 
programming. 
--"We're underfunded. so we're 
not so different than any other 
school at the University," he said. 
"But any type of increased funding 
would go toward helping the stu-
dent,." 
James McGuire. dean of the 
School of Agriculture. said although 
the money from tuition is used for 
I·. Lastin~.~ .. 
funding instruction programming 
for, students, he is. concerned about 
the impact of tuitionltncrea.~~ on 
studenl~. 
He said the continual rise of 
tuition makes attending college 
more difficult for students. 
"We have a concern within the 
college, ,l~ all university adminisrm-
tion docs. about the continual spiml 
of cost for higher L-<lucation that the 
student, and their familb feel."' he 
said. 
McGuire said although the enroll-
m..:nt mte at the school of agricul-
tur:: is up compru-ed to l:bt year. h..: 
is still concerned that higher tuition 
may keep students from attending 
SIUC. 
"II is a concern. a concern about 
whether or not it's going to impact 
enrollment." he said. 
SIUC enrollment dropped by 3 
IN TUITION, page 11 
Fo, •elated 1tory ,ee page 1 I 
SIU Op,.-ating Budget 
Source of Funds - FY· 1995 
This is the budget 
approved for the 
University by the SIU 
Boord of Trustees. 
Fiscal .Year:J 995 Total 
$482~!-!4,000 · · 
Source: Chancellon llepo,t lo lomd of,......; 
by Jennife,- Ronen and JP Rhea, · · 
Art student questions SPC censorship ·Gus Bode 
By Kellie Huttes 
Senior Reporter 
An SIUC student whose photos 
and sculptures appear in the Student 
Ccnler·s An Alley claims his :1rt-
work ha., hL-cn censored becau:;c of 
the pictures. words or lifestyle it 
portmy~. 
A vote by the Student 
Progmmming CommitlL-c's fine arts 
committee today will decide if the 
photos and text may be unveiled. 
Jay Thom'i<m, a junior in gcneml 
studio fine arts from Dalla.~. said a 
ponion of his collection entitled 
"Labels: One fag bashes back," 
which he put in the alley Satunlay. 
Fire Safety Week: 
Carbondale Fire Deportment program gives 
students helpful hints to prevent disasters 
-Story on poge 3 
was censored and covered with 
black paper by the SPC's fine art.~ 
group Sunday. 
Nineteen of the 21 pictures show 
Thom~n. clso known as "the Lava 
Guy" on his artwork. wearing a pair 
of shorts, painting homophobic 
slurs on his body. 
The slurs were left in a 10-minute 
Opinion 
-See page4 
Comics 
ci::=11 
'--5ee page 15 I 
~ 
-
Partlysunn)' · 
Hlghof83 
mc.,,;age on the answering machine 
in the Gays, Lesbians. Bisexuals 
and Friend~ office. 
Two other photos arc of a nude 
m:ile. 
Theodore Smith, SPC fine arts 
chainnan. said every semester art-
.. CENSOR, page 13 
Sport\ 
KBSI-TV chooses Dallqs C~_ over 
Chicago Bears this season as:a:iesult of., 
·. a poll of its viewing audience·· -
· · · >-,:Stories on poge 20 
Pagc2 
• • I '- ,'.! )' \ ,\'I' 's ....... • • 
SMOKERS 
Be Paid For 
1. Research Participation or 
2. Quit Smoking Research 
Call SIUC Smoking Cessation Program between 10 am & 5 pm 
453-3561 453-3527 
-· - - . r--------------·--•-•r-•-····--···-, I FREE! . I 
~epper sprays, Stun guns, Private safes, etc 
Mens & Womens 
NIKE & TIMBERLAND 
outdoor footwear 
Guaranteed 
. Best Prices 
106S. lanoisAve•CARSONDALE 
~ from Old Train Depot 
- Mon-Sal 10-8 pm 
.,_·, Sun12-6pm 
~ 529-3097 
October 13, 19'>4 
Ne\Vs\Vrap 
nation 
DEMOCRATS SHY AWAY FROM BLACK VOTERS-
PHILADELPHIA-Political analysts say in this year's conservative 
political climate, Democratic candidates arc so fearful or seeming 10 curry 
favor wilh poor, inner-city and welfare dcpcndcnl blacks that they arc 
avoiding direct campaign pitches to all African.American voters. It fear 
or seeming aligned wilh the poor prevents Democrats from seeking ot!icr 
black voters, the result may lead to lower black turnout overall - a 
potentially fatal development for nearly every Democratic candidate 
vying for a position in the upcoming mid-tenn elections. Furthermore, 
political analysts say, Democratic congressional and gubernatorial 
candidalcs might avoid potential mid-term losses if they stopped running 
away from the .broad support of Arrican Americans, whom numerous 
pollste~ idcntiry as among the party's most loyal supponcrs. 
CREDIT BUREAU LEGISLATION FAILS TO PASS-
Legislation to make it raster and less expensive to correct false acdit 
bureau files.:._ a major source of consumer complaints- lies among the 
bills killed in Congrca Although the bill had bipartisan support aid is 
I CATALOG I 
I Complete line of Personal Police Protection I Products. Student I faculty discount CALL I 
I 24 HOURS TOLL FREE_! 800-203-5188 I 
· expected to be introduced ngain next year, its death before Congress 
· adjourned Saturday disappointed advocates. Credit bureau repons were 
the No. 1 source of complaints 10 the Federal Trade Commission last year. 
An exact COIDlt WlB not available Tuesday, but the agency has estimalcd 
that CRldil 1q10115 arc the source or 8.000 complaints and inquiries a year. 
The bill would have scl a 30-day deadline for verifying or deleting 
challenged inrormation; imposed a S3 ceiling on one copy of a report a 
.._ _______ 11111!1111!111!1!_ year available even when acdit is not denied - a rrcc copy must be 
I • PEPPER DEFENS!Ot 1 
"'-····--··-·-·-··-·-···········-· ... ~~ ~ ~ ~-couPoBUY"oNE-, 
1. •=J = • •· GET ONE I I ' •= FREE• I 
I - BUY ONE REGULAR ~ER OF I 
PASTA AND GET ONE OF 
I . EQUAL OR lfSSER VALUE FREE., For people with Does not include 
t t fi t salads. Not valid on Lunch 1 a as e. or grea · Pasta ~ials, Italian Dinner I Italian works of art. Pasta S~als or Niangie Beiie 
I Menu. One coup<?n per cus· I University Mall tomcr. Good everyday: Gratuity 
457 5545 and soles tax.ore not mcluded.J. L . .. · EXPIRES 10/31/94 
--------a Yoar florist for all seasans, 
Tlil: ltowa:v 130X ll'li!C. 
lad,tJ!2j/. Fm ID Ian! 
SWEETEST DAY, OCT. 15 
• FTD's Sweet Tre~ Bot.q.Jets 
• Roses, Roses, Roses! 
• Gift Ideas for Your Boss 
Boss' Day 
October 14"' 
IIIIIIIIIMlllmm 
.... IMlffl 
Remerrber thdl 
someone special .. 
ORDER 
NOW! 
-
It's Hip 
To Trip. 
Council Travel 
1153 N. Dcalbom 
Chica9o, IL 60610 (312) 951-0585 
Call for a FREE 
Student Travels magazine! 
GRADUATE. STUDENTS & 
FACULTY 
... Working on an article, 
thesis, dissertation, or 
research paper? 
We've prepared dozens! 
... worried about grammar, 
editing, punctuation, or 
proofreading? 
We're experienced with 
~PA/3, APA/4, MLA,
1 
, i : 
: ' · · l\Jrablan, etc. · , · · 
>Grad School approved< 
Woimsf P•rfot:tly • 
457-5655 
8 I.,~ ® "}ou 're .\ot Gonna Pay A /,at! 
me1ne,~, I e Carbo~·d·a21:1.?~8 0~ ~~~~r~d~457-3527 
Discount Mu ers 
COMPLETE EXHAUST SERVICE 
COMPLETE BRAKE SERVICE 
Free l'ndercar lmpectlon /;., fatlmate 
.•fotfomclde /Jfetlme Guarantee, 
WE Also OmR CusroM PIPE Brno1NG 
SHOCKS • STRlITS • SPRIN~ • C. V. JOINTS OPEN MON • SAT 8 AM TO 6 PM :5: = ~ 
r - - - - - - - - - - v - - - - - - - - v· - - - From As Low As' 
: :u~~f~, $22°95 :~,~~??.:~,$_,5-?~~'.;;; ;:~:~%~~ $~99s: 
:• .. .....,,.. .... J -~: ... , • .-.-: ~~ • . :: .... ' ....... ~- •••• I :·7·•:::·,_~:~·;::: -~.,_ ..... · ... -:~--..~;. _-- : .. •'. , .. ~ : ...... .' •:• · ·.. . ! 
"-- .:: . A -- ~..:...·· --- ·-·-, V: .•. - - -.. - .I\.. 
• •••••••••• ., .- ·- ••• , • - ., 
given now if credit is denied; and held creditors accountable for 
comx:ting errors. 
HISPANIC STUDENT DROPOUT RATES RISING -
SAN ANTONIO-With Hispanics expected to become the largest 
minority in the United States by 2010, educators and Hispanic activists 
fear the next generation could be critically handicapped in a competitive 
economy. And they fear there is little they can do about it until more 
resources arc aimed at Hispanics. Nationally, in 1992, nearly half of 
Hispanics aged 18 to 24 had dropped out of high school, a rate that has 
been steadily rising since the mid- I 980s, according IO lhe Census Bureau. 
Jn contrast, the high school completion rate for blacks of that age group 
has grown to 75 percent, and for whites it has remained relatively constant 
at 82 ~nL Activists say a lack or programs specifically geared toward 
Hispa~ic students is pan of the reason for the disparity in dropout rates. 
OFFICIALS PLAN FIRE PREVENTION STRATEGY -
WASHJNG10N-Aflcr a de.idly season or wildfires, federal officials arc 
plouing 1 new strategy fod,:mling blazes that includes one or the oldest 
tricks in the book: fighting fire with fire. Officials last week told 
lawmakers that land m::magcrs must make greater use or controlled bums 
- fires set deliberately to get rid of underbrush and dying vegetation - if 
lhcy arc to restore the environmental hc.alth of forests and cunail lhc kinds 
or wildfires that consumed 2.2 million acres of the West lhis summer. To 
do so, however, they conceded they must O\'Crcomc obstacles that include 
poor funding. clashes with existing cnvironment.1I statutes and public 
skepticism. 
- from Dally Egyptian wire services 
( 'orrel'f ions/( ]arificat ions 
:The Police Blotter which ran .in the Oct. 12 edition of the Daily · 
Egyptian contained an error. Terry R. Dunbar's vehicle was not 
damaged, the University Terrace \-chicle was damaged. 
In a story which ran in the Oct. 12 edition or the Daily Egyptian, titled 
"Popular band, comic to hit campus," a wrong phone number was 
reported. The correct numbt'r for the SIUC Arena Ticket Office is 453-
S341. 
The Daily Egyptian regrets the errors. 
Accuracy DPsk 
If readers spot an· error in· a news article. they can contact the Daily 
Egyptian Al-curJcy Desk at 536-33 I I. extension 233 or 228. 
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October 13, 1994 
By Dean Weaver 
Senior Reporter 
State Rep. Gerald Hawkins, D-
Du Quoin, and challenger Mike 
Bost spent an hour Wednesday 
night in the Carbondale City 
Council chambers discussing edu-
cation funding and taxes while 
attacking each other's integrity. 
The forum. hosted by the League 
of Women Voters and American 
Association of University Women, 
featured candidates answering 
audience questions which were 
read bv a moderator. 
Boii1 candidates agreed funding 
for SIUC is very important to the 
voters in the I 15th District which 
includes Jackson. Pen)' and Union 
counties. 
.. Funding for SIU has gone up 
both vears I have served in office." 
Hawkins said. 
.. The money SIU received this 
vear was a S 13 million dollar 
increase. and the year before a S3 
million increase." 
Mike Bost. a firefighter from 
Murphysboro, said education is a 
priority. and if elected. he would 
work towards earmarking 40 per-
cent of the state's projected S600 
million in new revenue growth for 
education. 
Hawkins said he co-sponsored a 
bill known as Fund F.ducation Fust 
that would require one-third'of new 
revenue growth be used co fund 
education. 
On taices, both candidates agree· 
property taxes are becoming a bur~ 
den to many people; but· disagree 
on how to cut the tax. 
"I think there should be a shift 
from property taxes to income 
taxes," Hawkins said. 
Page3 
Bost responded by saying the 
state could do a little "belt-tighten-
ing'' when it comes to spending 
money. and he opposes an income 
tax increase because he thinks it ·. , ' 
would raise unemployment and I 
drh·e companies out of the state. 
Hawkins said the states financial 
situation is more complicated than 
Bost makes it appear. 
..We (fllinois) owe a private non-
profit hospital down the slrcct $7 
million so I couldn't make a no-
new-tax promise," Hawkins said. 
Hawkins went on to explain that 
couns mandate many state agen-
cic s. such as the Department of 
Children and Family Services, to 
meet a specific level of service 
while other departments. such as 
the Depanment of Public Aid, are 
"broke." making further cuts tough 
to make. 
Bost said this race was about 
honesty and integrity and he was 
Staff Photo by Michael J. Deslstl 
':tate Rep. Gerald Hawkins (right) debates challenger Mike Bost at a forum Wednesday 
night in the Carbondale City Council chambers. 
tired of Hawkins distributing inac-
curate pamphlets about his voting 
record as a Jacksqn County Board 
member. · 
Hawkins responded by saying 
every Jetter to the editor published 
in area newspapers by either Bost 
or his supporters had made inaccu-
rate statements about Hawkins· 
legislative record - allegations he 
could disprove - and he was the 
one being honest with voters. 
Political scientist to present lecture Prevention of 
fires concern 
for students 
By Lynn Lee 
Staff Reporter 
The Michael and Nancv 
Glassman University Honor·s 
Lecture Series begins iL~ third year 
by presenting "An Evening with 
Jeane Kirkpatrick" al 8 p.m. 
tonight in Shryock Auditorium. 
Jean Kirkpatrick. an influential 
political scientist and former U.S. 
representative to the United 
Nations "will discuss world event~ 
and current affairs." Frederick 
Williams. director of the 
University Honors program. said. 
John Jackson. dean of the 
College of Liberal Arts, said 
Kirkpatrick has become one of the 
leading intellectuals in Washin-
gton. 
Her interest shifted from politi-
cal party leadership to international 
and foreign policy while she taught 
political science at Georgetown 
University. he said. 
Jackson said he knew 
Kirkpatrick at Georgetown 
University in the '70s "before she 
was rich and famous." 
In 1981, President Ronald 
Reagan appointed her as U.S. rep-
resentative to the United Nations 
and she held the position until 
1985. 
Jackson said Kirkpatrick's repu-
tation has grown internationally 
and commented that she is a high-
ly-respected figure. 
John Foster, political science 
chairperson, said Kirkpatrick was a 
''significant figure in the Reagan 
Administration." 
He also said she has been part of 
the conservative political move-
ment for 20 to 25 years. 
Barb Brown, a lecturer in ttie 
political science department, said 
she anticipates hearing Kirkpatrick 
speak and said she will probably 
discuss "political party elites" as 
well as "matters of international 
affairs:· 
Jackson said Kirkpatrick is now 
part of the American Enterprise 
Institute in Washington. D.C .. a 
"conservative think-tank" that cri-
tiques political policy. 
He said he expects Kirkpatrick 
to focus on foreign and defense 
policy during her lecture and she 
will discuss her new book, 
"Withering Away of the 
Totalitarian State," which com-
ments on changes within Russia 
and Germany. 
While Kirkpatrick's lecture is 
being anticipated with interest by 
some, others have criticized the 
choice to invite Kirkpatrick. 
Richard Whitney, a second-ye::ar 
lnw student and member of the 
SIU School of Law's chapter of the 
National La.wyer's Guild, said 
Kirkpatrick was an "architect of 
very viscous foreign policy." 
Kirkpatrick's participation in the 
Reagan Administration's foreign 
policy. especially its support of 
"military regimes in El Salvador 
and Guatemala." 
Whitney also said Kirkpatrick 
has played a private role in raising 
funds for the Contras from about 
1985 to '87. 
Whitney described the Contras 
as an "army of terrorists." 
He said he and other members of 
the guild will distribute informa-
tion outside Kirkpatrick's lecture in 
protest of her and said the 
University should have no part in 
sponsoring the event 
.The series is endowed by SIUC 
alumni and Michael and Nancy 
Glassman. · 
Williams said the eamlillates for 
guest lecturers come from a large 
pool of suggestions. 
From the hundreds offered, 
Whitney is critical of see LECTURE, page 10 
By Connie Fritsche 
Staff Reporter 
For many college students, 
Fire Safety Weck may con-
jure childhood images of fire 
trucks and grade school fire 
prevention coloring contests. 
but.fire awareness and pre-
vention does not end at ado-
lescence. 
Fire Chief Cliff Manis, 
with the Carbondale Fire 
Department, said that 
according to the National 
Fire Institute Research 
Service, 6.5 percent of all 
fire fatalities happen to peo-
ple who are between 20 and 
24 years old. 
Athlete fights violence against women 
The leading cause of resi-
dential fires is careless 
_smoking, while cooking 
ranks second as the leading 
cause of fires in apartments 
and single family residences, 
according to .NFIRS statis-
By Diane Dove 
Staff Reporter 
While many people may sec 
domestic violence. rape and other 
sex crimes as women's issues. a 
pro-feminist. former all-state foot-
ball player said they arc problems 
men should be dealing with. 
Jackson Katz. the founder of 
Real Men. an .. anti-~cxist" men's 
organization dedicated to fighting 
violence against women. discussed 
the issues Tuesday night at the 
Student Center Auditorium. 
Though he noted that the FBI 
reports one out of three to one out 
of five women are victims of rape 
or sexual assault. Katz said vio-
lence against women is a men's 
issue because it affects the every-
day lives of people men care about. 
Katz illustrated his point on a 
chalkboard by drawing a vcnical 
line down the center of the board to 
separate the women's half from the 
men's. 
He then asked people what they 
did on a regular basis to protect 
themselves. The women's side of 
1he hoard quickly filled up with 
assault prevention methods such a~ 
carrying Mace. not walking alone 
and checking cars before getting tics. 
inside. ' · Manis said the Carooiidale' 
Though a few men noted using Fire Department has been 
such tactics. the men's side of the conducting fite safety pro-
board remained empty because the grams on tl1e SIUC campus 
defense strategics were· over- over the past year. 
whelmingly used by women. Firefighter Brian Rice, a 
When the women's side of the graduate student in health 
board filled up. Katz said the education_ and program 
results of the exercise were the 'instructor: said the program 
same at presentations he ga\·e covers basic fire safety by 
throughout the country. ~ti.,,f~-~1 focusing.on how to escape a 
'"The blackboard fills up every- burning building. 
where," he told the men in the Demonstrations on how to-
audience."111ink of how you would use a fire extinguisher and 
feel if you had to live like this." · checking smoke detectors 
Katz said men need to think alsoarepaitoftheprogram. · 
about the dangers faced by the Rice said he uses the film 
women they care about and ask "How Faslli Bums" to show 
why so much violence exists. stµije-nts::~Jiciw much time 
"We don '1 have to feel guilty for .. they don't have" to escape a:. 
being men, but we have to be · fire~filled room.' . · . · . . 
responsible." he said. "This is not ·Also, thcfilm shows hoW , 
~~~~:::eh;;;~?ome of my best Biizmid ·· fast' garbage·cari bum:and : 
Katz said pomo"raphy and slash-. ~,, ~ , • • , - , Staff Ph t -by J 8 ba ~o-w lli_g_h~~.~p. era. tu_ res get· e ~ • : .. -:!, i ... ~~, -;' ... -~ ..... ~• rr1! :"'":.,.,__. i., ~!~~ i~ ·. 1-~ ,. C?.!"D 1 • ~ !· '· , ·· ' .. :i. -' 
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VIO ensc ag~ms_ womenm ~- . . tion titled Real Meri asked-female members of.the a'udlence· '. ·.•,,-;--,,~--- ' ,-,,c. . '" ,.-· 
:·\~c re k~ddmg oursclv~s '!. WC about measures they used ,to ·protect th"emseives during" a' : : \'.;' -.:;,., ,~.,,.,-,,.,.c,, -;,c,,_,.,.,, c~:.;·, 
th!nk-there s no connection,_ hi; ~disc Ion 0 •·v1oience a ·a1nst,women1i esda 'nl "htin•ttie 'ili 11~~;.~et~ted;~tq~,.lfti 
'said, ' '. ·•'' ' ,, . s,--cfN}c··u· .. Eit,·Ha•~••w-hH~•~•J.flw,••~··11sWt···l-- •)i+";.;.::::.pijgeUO.~;,..,t~ .. ..,.n 
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Search elsewhere 
for needed funds 
THE SIU BOARD OF TRUSTEES WILL DECIDE 
today whether undergraduates and non-professional students will 
receive a 3.5 percent tuition increase for fall 1995. While board 
members ponder this decision. they must remember the students 
who will be forced to rely more on financial aid than before_ 
With the decreasing amount of state funds for higher education, 
state universities have been forced to either cut back or put the 
burden on the student,;. Besides the deoeasing amount of state 
funds, SJUC has increased housing, insur.mce, activities fees, and 
now has a proposal to raise fees again for athletic. All these 
increasing fees plus another tuition increase is almost enough to 
make student,; look elsewhere for their higher education needs. 
ACCORDING TO ADMINISTRATORS, THIS 
dollar amount is inflationary and is needed to maintain the quality 
of this institution. But administrators should look elsewhere for 
these needed funds. The Illinois Board of Higher Education 
recommended cutbacks as part of the PQP (Priorities, Quality 
and Productivity) initiative two years ago. As part of this 
continuing effort, SIUC cut back only a fraction of what IBHE 
recommended. If funds where saved by cutting of only a few 
programs. then why is it not enough lo hold down undergraduate 
1uition for at least a year? 
The Daily Egyptian realizes both sides of the issue, however. 
students would he the ones to carry the cost instead of the 
University. 
Law tuition increase 
is without clear basis 
THE PROPOSED 14.9 PERCENT INCREASE FOR 
the SIU law school is a bitter pill to swallow for law students who 
are unsure where their additional $240 per semester will go, and 
just how drastically their legal education will improve. 
The question the Board consistently ha,; to ask is whether 
asking students for more money will make a significant and 
needed improvement in the education offered at SIUC. The 
answer on the law school increase may not be so" clear Ci.Ii. - : ' 
Attending the SIUC law school currently costs $2,037 per 
semester. Tuition has gone up 56 percent since 1990, making 
the grand total a nearly 80 percent rise if the current increase 
goes through. Student opposition has come not in the fonn of 
blindly fighting any and all increases, but rather from a 
genuine concern that the additional money might not do what 
it is supposed to. SIUC law school is attractive for two primary 
reasons- its accessibility to a wide range of of students and its 
low cost. By continually raising tuition costs significantly the 
law school may be slowly but surely erasing any advantages it 
has over other area schools. 
BOTH THE STUDENT BAR ASSOCIATION AND 
the Graduate and Professionals Student Council have formally 
opposed the tuition increase for the law school. Their 
contentions arc that SJUC's law program ha'i not been overly 
improved by past increases, and there is no reason for them to 
helicve this one will be any different. And, that the school's pool 
of pr,1spec1ivc students will be hurt because without the 
economic incentive fewer will choose SIUC. Evidence has not 
shown that this increase will be the one to perform magic. 
The DE. does not suppon this tuition tncrease because· itot 
l'lllllll!h c,·idcnce has been shown to justify it. 
"/ 
Letters to the Editor 
Kirkpatrick bad choice for SIUC 
The selection of Jeane 
Kirkpatrick to deliver the Michael 
and Nancy Glassman University 
Honors Lecture at SIU this 
Thursday evening is a colossal 
insult to all who have struggled for 
human rights, justice. peace and 
national self-detcnnination. 
As an amba~sador to the United 
Nations during the Reagan 
Administration, Kirkpatrick wa~ a 
key supporter of that admin-
istration's policies in Central 
America - policies based on 
support for right-wing military 
regimes, death squads and the 
contra tetrorists in Nicaragua. 
The human toll of those J)')licics 
includes the politically motivated 
murder of over 75.000 civilians in 
El Salvador, 65,000 deaths in 
Guatemala and 30.000 in 
Nicaragua, as well as the 
incalculable human suffering 
caused by terror. economic 
hardship. political imprisonment 
and torture. 
Kirkpatrick earned her right-wing 
credentials in the late 1970s by 
writing sophisticated apologies for 
U.S.-backed despots who supponed 
U.S. corporate interests in lesser-
developed countries. She approv-
ingly noted that these military rulers 
served to maintain wealth and 
power in 'the hands of an affluent 
few. 
She defended the corresponding 
mass poverty with the rational-
ization that misery was a way of 
life to the "ordinary people" of 
tho!'>e nations. 
She funher defended repressive 
U.S.- backed regimes with the 
fiction that they were merely 
"authoritarian," not "totalitarian .'' 
She faulted the Carter admini-
stration's foreign policy for being 
too devoted to "moral goals," and 
not doing enough to benefit 
.. American business." 
One commentator well 
summarized her views· as the 
.. ultimate in end -justifies-the-
means subordination of human 
righL~ to an overriding geopolitical 
objective." 
Shonly after taking office as the 
U.S. Ambassador to the United 
Nations. Kirkpatrick defended the 
mil ,ary regime in El Salvador after 
iL~ Natio!lal Guardsmen had raped 
and murdered three American nuns 
and lay Catholic missionary. 
"The selection of 
Jeane Kirkpatrick to 
deliver the Michael 
and Nancy Glassman 
University Honors 
Lecture at SIU this 
Thursday evening is a 
colossal insult to all 
who have struggled for 
human rights, justice, 
peace and national 
seff-detennination." 
After asserting that the 
government was not responsible, 
she sought to blame the victims. " 
The nuns were not just nuns," she 
charged. " The nuns were political 
activists." As if that were 
justification for murder! 
Thereafter, she continued to favor 
.. authoritarian" regimes. She visited 
Chilean dictator Gen. Pinochet., one 
of the worst violators of human 
rights in the world, telling him that 
she favored nonnalizing relations. 
She wa~ decorated by meeting with 
South African military officers. 
To further the Reagan 
administration's policies, 
Kirkpatrick not only showed 
contempt for the rights of .. ordinary 
people": she repeatedly showed 
disregard for the truth. Among 
other things: 
How to submit a 
letter to the editor: 
B 
------==------r1 
She promoted the Big Lie 1liat the 
Nicaraguan government's 1984 
elections were undemocratic, and 
that the Sandinistas were 
responsible for the contra war 
because of their insistence on 
importing arms from the Soviet 
bloc. 
In fact. it was because of the 
contras· anacks that the Sandinista~ 
had to obtain arms - lo defend 
their country. 
In 1982. she described the 
Sandinistas· relocation of Miskito 
Indians a~ the worst "human rights 
violations that I am aware of in 
central America·· -- at a time when 
Guatemalan regime was 
slaughtering thousands of Indians. 
and when 13.000 Salvadoran 
civilians had been murdered in the 
previous year alone. 
She repeated the assertion that 
the Salvadoran rebels were being 
heavily armed by the Soviet Union 
and Cuba, long after the 
administration's "evidence" had 
been decisively refuted. 
In I 983, even the CIA officials 
refuted her claim of a "substantial 
increase" in the number of Cuban 
and Soviet advisers in Nicaragua. 
In 1982, she accused unnamed 
members of Congress of favoring 
the triumph of "Marxist forces" in 
El Salvador. 
She never substantiated, nor 
apologized for, that McCarthyite 
smear. 
All told, Jeane Kirkpatrick is a 
case study of an intellect bereft of 
moral principle, singularly 
dedicated to maintaining the power 
and privilege of the elite, regardless 
of human costs. 
An instil11tion of higher learning 
should not reward those who have 
built a career on obstructing the 
search for truth. It should not 
"honor" an enemy of human righL~ 
and freedoms . 
-Richard Whitney, member, 
National Lawyers Guild, SIU 
School of Law chapter 
A:You 
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are talcing field trips to see the 
events put together by volunteer 
members of the community,· SIUC 
faculty, and students. • . 
The festival helps make up for 
art education program cuts in local 
schools, an SIUC liberal arts 
official said. 
"It appears that with schools 
being financially constricted, the 
first thing that is cut is the art 
programs," Pansy Jones, an 
administrative assistant in the. 
College of Liberal Arts and 
coordinator of the festival, said. 
"This is a supplement to the 
program for the schools. We give 
the children a taste of what the arts 
are all abouL" 
Jones said a unique aspect of the 
festival is that kids have 
opportunities to participate in 
hands-on activities, which attracts 
many teachers. 
I "I · like to etpos~; them to 
different things they may not get to 
see while they're at school and get 
them hands-on experience," Shari 
Biggs, a sixth grade teacher at SL 
Mary's School in Chester, said. 
"The reaction (from the kids) has Kids learned about the ani:ient art. 
been very positive," Becky ofbeUydancingatFmr~toriurig, 
Borowitz, a kindergarten teacher at · •:This is something entirely 
Unity Point S~ool in Cmbondale, · different than wliat they usually ge( 
said. "They got to participate and· to see," Jones said· • , . ,. 
sing, and use ,words to express Some oftlxfguests also observed 
themselves and their bodies." live dancers dressed in native· 
Adam Dalton, a fourtb.'.grader at costumes ·simulating historic and 
Logan' School in M_urphysboro, ainentnativedaocesat~Dance. 
enjoyed ma1dng paper masks for of India" at McLeod 'Ibeak1 
the first time. "lntematiooaJ students and their 
"We get to do whatever we want families give to kids in Southern 
to do, like picking the colors for the lllinois a taste of their culture," 
masks," he said. Jones said. 
Jones said teachers and their All of the events, lasting from 
students enjoy the events because 9:45 am. to 1:30 p.m. both days, 
most kids are observing these types are done for less than $3,000, Jones 
of performances or participating in said. 
these types of activities for the first The cost is this low because all 
time. . . the people involved, including 
''We don't have a music program performers, demonstrators and 
at our school, so this enables them story tellers, are volunteers. 
Only.-•·· .. $149ml 
Pages 
Deal of ·the week 
10/13:- 10/19. 
KENWOOD:KT-5020 
Homa.Tuner 
• 20 station memory ~ 
• Direct Linear Reteplion Ciradt 
tobearounddifferentinstruments ''lt'sgreat,"Jonessaidofthel75 East ateSho in Center•Carbondale•529-1910 
and different songs so they can faculty, student and community 
l~f!q~•diff~rent things.about v~liinteei:s. '.'I c!°'t believe they .......................... ·.eeie••·•••••• 
muStc, Biggs srud. give all this time. • . . . .. . . . . . . . • . • 
T~o new perfonnanc~s, belly The College of Liberal_ Arts, the • T· . ·1· 1· R· D s • dancmg and native dancmg, have Office.of the·SIUC President and • · · -- · • 
been added to the slate this year as the Southern Illinois Cultural e • · : · • 
well. Alliance sponsored the festival. • · • , i · · : 
IRAQ, from page 1 -------: It's ~ickel Night! : 
• • 
"We will continue putting : 1e· . when you don't have to fight your 
way into a place, but then it's 
barde~ to define what you're going 
to do when you get there." 
The crisis on the Iraqi-Kuwaiti 
border was rapidly abating 
Wednesday, but the United States 
continued its deployment of 63,500 
soldiers, sailors and airmen in a 
demonstration of the amount of 
military power it can mobilize here 
in a matter of days. 
"You men and women are the 
kind of deterrent that are making 
(Iraqi President Saddam Hussein) 
tum around," U.S. Secretary of 
State Warren Christopher told 
troops from the 24th Mechanized 
Infantry Division here. "It's not our 
words that are turning the Iraqis 
around, but your capacity. You're 
the real embodiment of the 
determination and the effective 
resolve wc are bringing to this 
crisis." 
Christopher stopped here during 
bis latest round of shuttle 
diplomacy between Israel and 
Syria. 
Soldiers from the 24th, who are 
being airlifted.from Fort Stewart, 
Ga., took up positions with 
Kuwait's army on the border 
.££2 =<itP•NW¼ 
'IODAY · 
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS will 
meet at 8 p.m. in the Mississippi 
Rm. of the Student Center. For 
details call Whitney at 549-9879. 
STUDENT ENVIRONMENTAL 
Center will meet at 7 p.m. in the 
Interfaith Center. For details call 
549-7387. 
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT/ 
Non Traditional Services will have 
an infonnatiooaJ table from 10 am -
2 p.m. in the Student Center. For 
details call Chuckat536-2338. 
SI STAMP CLUB will meet from 
5:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. at Hillside 
Nursery. For details call Vera at 457-
8248. 
PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIA 
will hold "Provision of Counseling 
and Psychotherapy of Mental Health 
Services for and by Women" from 
4-~:15 p.m. in Faner 1005. For 
details call Yvette at 453-5141. 
AMERICAN ADVERTISING 
Federation will hold a resume 
writing workshop at 7 p.m. in 
.Comm. Bldg. Rm. 1214. For details. 
lca11 Kimat.457-2464. 
SIGMA ~AMMA RHO will }_lold 
Wednesday morning. Other U.S. 
troops set up a Patriot anti-missile 
battery outside Kuwait 
International Airport. Offshore, 
U.S. Marines prepared for an 
amphibious landing Thursday. 
firepower into this theater in a • 1 · · . e 
=:s:~=1i5 == -=__ I : .• : Pitchers i. 
The first 200 Royal Marine 
commandos of a crack British 
battalion also arrived Wednesday 
under a defense pact with Kuwait 
British and French warships joined 
the fast growing American fleet of 
12 ships in the Persian Gulf and 
neighboring Arab states committed 
their forces to the buildup. 
accompanying Christopher said. _'Y 
"The original purpose of this • 
mission was deterrence, and that is • Bud, Bud Light, Michelob Light • 
still underway." • • 
According to U.S. officers, 252 : 111 N- Washington 529,3808 • 
American and allied aircraft were •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• in the region on Wednesday,. with ·· · · · · 
~~~r~d;~:::n ;~::: ,;1,d If:' -COrt::Yt"lf:'lf:' '1.l' nustf:'1 
The air fleet of troop transpons 
landing one after another, 
helicopters flying across Kuwait 
City and the unmistakable roar and 
rumble of tanks reassured the little 
oil•rich emirate that it was not 
alone. Some of the world's best 
soldiers were busy turning it into a 
fortress. 
made up of Kuwait's unmediate Jl,L TT LL J"W L 
What begw on the weekend as 
an urgent response to the quiie real 
threat of an Iraqi armored attack 
bad now become what one Western 
diplomat in Kuwait City calkd "a 
quite awesome projection of power 
.•. that should tell Saddam that he 
can never win." 
Arab neighbors, committed units of 
its 17 ,000-man Peninsula Shield 
joint defense foite to the defense of 
Kuwait, and Bahrain dispatched 
planes and ships to Kuwait 
"You can tell a person you're 
going to fight," said Spc. Donovan 
Johnson of Kosciusko, Miss., "but 
when you have someone here to do 
it, then it's quite a different story. 
Perfonnance is what it's all about" 
For U.S. troops, however, the 
mission began to· resemble a 
training exercise taken to the limit 
- a quick, nearly-for-real test of 
the rapid deployment for which 
they had often practiced. 
·Thurs., Oct. 13: 8-10:30 pm 
5t'B09{,'EAf'llS 
Stt1dent Center -Big Muddy Room 
Bring a Mug, Bring a- F.riend 
-t Free Gourmet Coffee, _Teas, 
an Informal Rush at 7 p.m. in 
Lawson 151. For details call Gina at 
549-1882. 
988-1846. A rt s. 
RUSSIAN CLUB will meet at 4 l .n & Hot Chocolate.· 
"MARl1N LAWRENCE YOU So 
Crazy" will show at 7 and 9 p.m. in 
=· i;::1;~-~ ~~~~ -~~- . , •:t 
5428. 
tAh;J,f~~e'Jti$~ent~r. A11~i~~ri~II1-
JEANE1CfRKpATRICK,' rorfuer 
U.S. representative to the United 
Nations, will lecture at 8 p.m. in 
Shryock Auditorium. The lecture is 
free. 
N 
TOMORROW 
SIU SKYDIVING CLUB will hold -· 
a $lcydiving de:monstratio0;.fr0Jll · · 
1:30-6 p.m. at the field in front.of 
Brush Towers. For details.call Steve 
at453-1669. 
FRIENDS OF MORRIS Library 
will hold a huge used book sale in 
COUSIN ANDY'S COFFEE ;~::~f°gRm.ofMonisL!lr.uy 
House will feature KY Hole and PROFlT MASTERS will welcome 
O~I at 7 p.m. at St. Andre~s . grads & and ~on traditionals at 
Episcopal Church at 402 West Mill lla.m. in Rehn 108 Oct 19. For 
Street . Details call Aylce at549-6474.] 
~IO-TV JU~O~ and ~ors WELLNESS CENTER will 
~ have mass regiStralion meetmgs sponsor "De-stress Fest" from 3-6 
m the Comm. Bldg. Rm. 1046 at 10 p.m. at the SRC Alumni Lounge. 
am and 3 P-~ Y~ must attend on For details call Annette or Drub at 
of these meeti~gs 1!1 order to use 536-4441. Toe event is free. 
touch-tone registration. Freshmen 
and sophomores will meet Monday CALENDAR POLICY - Th• dudlln• ror 
in Rm. 1046at8am.or3p.m. Walk-. CalmolarllmB lllOa.m.twopuhlkatlonda,s 
ins wil_l be next week for students on , ~~[;0 1:;::!"1 T!1~~~1::,uJ!,:,' Jr!!.,; 
probauon. admission""" md spomor of lhe Oftnl aad lhe 
LA MESA DE ESPANOL will ::"°~!:!~~=~::IJ!:f. 
meet from 4 p.m. - 6 p.m. at Cafe 1n Ibo o.n1 EopUan nnnroon,; llam lhoald 
!'1elange, (&~ ~ce Y?~~paih ,,:.!~,:' c:'~'u.!' :t3i!'W,,.,~ i : 
1sh. All students and non-stutlf.11ts 1247, No calemJar 1nronaa11on will be: taka,, · 
welcome.For~.call~y at Ol'ff°'~; •. a<,, -:~:; .. t 
y::~;~ QUATROS 
,.,-.~~...,.,..--. C> RIG I "-I A L 
'le 'ls..l...,,')1'l,, , t 1· ,. \ , ,. , r ,. 
, · 1 1 , • •• •, • * J ~ l, 1 1 r , · \ - 1 1, · 11 \ , r , * ) , ' 1 1 ~, _ • 1 1 
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Study sheds light on radial keratotomy 
Los Angeles nmes "Based on these findings . numher is that 85 percent of people ically costs from $1.200 to S1 ,500 
LOS ANGELES-Radial kcr-
atotomy. the controversial surgical 
technique in which slits arc made 
in the surface of the eye to 
eliminate the need for glasses. is 
both safe and effective. according 
to results from a I 0-year study 
directed by the University of 
Southern California and sponsored 
by the National Eye Institute. 
The findings of the study, 
proponents say, may put to rest 
concerns over the prccedure. But 
the results also raise questions 
about its long-term effect~. 
At the end of the 10 vears, 70 
percer.t of the 374 patients in the 
study still did not need gla\scs to 
correct their ability to sec object~ in 
the distance. But many did require 
reading glasses hefore they "nuld 
ha\'C without the surgery. acc,mling 
to a rcpnn tn lw published Friday in 
the Archi, c, of Ophthalmology. 
Onl: .1 percent had pocrer 
di,tancr \'ision a decade after 
,ur~rry and nnne had cat:t\trophic 
pn,hlem,. the ,c1cntists rcponed. 
F:rst i111p,mcJ from 1hc former 
S,,\ lt'l ! ·11h1n 16 vcar, a~n. radial 
h·rat,1Wlli: ha, ·gradu.~lly been 
111cr,';1,ing 111 popularity Ir i, 
dc,1gned to n1rrect near-
sightedness. a condition that affects 
an estimated 70 million Americans. 
Fri. & Sat., Oct. 14 & 15 
7:00 & 9:30 pm, 
Rated PG-13 (Video, 127 min.) 
Co-Sp,:m,urcd lry Sl'C Homecoming 
some people will be pleased with will have vision of 20/40 or bcucr, per eye. 
their vision shortly after having which is good enough to get a More than 250,000 people in the 
RK, but their opinion may change driver's license" without eye- United State~ will have RK 
five. 10 or 15 yean; down the road. glasses. surgeries this ~.,;.,r, up from 30,000 1,:,,:!=.:'-""-''----.....1:=....:.,;.;;"'-'e='I 
" sa,d study leader Dr. Peter J. "I think the study shows that RK only 5 year:. ago. The highest t;,ii~ii=:::~--_.;:.=~i;,r,~ 
McDonnell of llSC's Doheny Eye is a safe and effective, although not concentration of the surgeries occurs 
Institute. perfect. altemati\•e for people who in Texas, California and Florida. .,__;;.;;.;...-----'---'----,=-I 
"If your primary object is to get don't want to rely on glasses or The 374 subjects in the new a-.;..-----,,--,-------......... --==11 
rid of your glasses, this technique contact lenses," he said. study underwent the procedure on 
will most likely be successful until In nean;ightedness, the cornea - each eye at nine centers around the ~;.;......;..; ___ _,_--'-----...... 
you arc into your 40s," said Dr. the lens that focuses light on the country. Their vision was then 
Carl Kupfer, director of the photoreceptors of the retina - is evaluated periodically - a process ~:.:....;.;;;;;,;:;__""""',--.....:.:.=-=~=-t 
National Eye Institute. "But a~ you slightly thicker in the middle than ii that is still continuing. 
age. you'll be a little more likely to should be. The result is that light At the JO-year mark, 53 percent 
have to wear reading glasses. ... from a distance is focused slightly of the eyes had 20/20 vision and 85 
This study ha~ provided the ba~ic in front of the retina, causing percent had 20/40 vision. "People 
information to allow a patient to blurring. with 20/40 vision can get up in the 
make an infornled decision" about In RK. the surgeon uses a morning and read the alarm clock 
whether to have the procedure. diamond blade under a local without gla5ses." 
"The hig picture is that RK is a anesth<!tic to make 4 lo 32 shallow 
very safe way of significantly incisions in the cornea from the 
impnwing distance vi,ion in a ccntcrtoncartheouterrdge.Thcse 
majority of people." added Dr incisions c:msc the cornea to flatten 
Robcn \1aloney of the Jules Stein out slightly. refocusing distant light 
Eye Institute at the 1,;niversity of on the retina. 
California. Los Ang.des. ·'The key The I 0-minute procedure typ-
RoucrtO..,,,..n<.-yJr. 
Only You ro 
D ... ",·4:306A5'H5 
CJOI-G~ CXllGUr'tA f1~)1 
lhh·4.156:45 
WES CRAVEN'S 
m~ 
[\fil@Ifil~ (R) 
STARTS FRIDAY! 
RICK ED 
MORANIS O'NEIL 
STARTS FRIDAY! 
The MaskPG·13 
Daily 7:30 ONLY! 
Little Rascal~ 
Daily 6:45 ONLY! G 
The Client PG-, 3 
Daily 7:15 ONLY! 
BENAISSAD JUN 
DANNY De VITO ffiilll 
Now FREE llFll1 oa Papcam &Saft Drinks! 
"T'" ... E:. 
MASk 
STARRING • ... ·•" . •, Jim . "' 
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Bobcat-Goldthwait 
8:00 pm Friday Nov. 4th, 1994 
Shryock Auditorium 
Reserved Seat Tickets on Sale NOW! 
- $10 SIUC students w /ID * 
- $14 General Public 
*One student ticket per ID 
Tickets nn Sale at : 
SruJent Central Ticket Office 
Discount Den 
Di,k Jockey 
Nn C.imL•r.is or Recording DL•,·ices Al!1n\'ed 
Sponsored by SPC Expressive Arts 
Super 8 tvlotel, rvlichael's Flowers. 131ll<' Star Lim•,- Limnusi1w 
for more info, call 536-3393 
Bo_qcnt Goldthwait's pc1joqnq11cc {s 1111predicla/Jle 
1111d may co11tai11 offmsivc material. 
$1 QQ ALL 
• SEATS 
SALUKI 
C I N E M A 
E. Grand Ave • 549-5622 
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Haitian-American .soldiE!rs··ca11ed on ·to~translate 
The Washington Post 
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti-Cpl. 
Manuel Martin was packing boxes 
as a shipping s-;iecialist in Japan 
when the U.S. Army decided it had 
a better use for him. That's when 
he returned to a land where he 
hadn't been for a decade, and he 
found himself mobbed by crowds 
on the street~ of the capital. 
Martin is one of several hundred 
Haitian American.~ from all the ser-
vices whom the military has 
ordered back 10 the:r native counuy 
for emergency duty as translators 
for the U.S. effort to resuscitate the 
presidency of Jean-Bertrand 
Aristide. Martin, once a drone in 
the military machine, now has ~ 
pie swarming about him as though 
he was a movie star. 
His fellow troops depend on 
Martin to understand Creole, which 
otherwise would be merely a 
cacophony rising from the crowds. 
And the Haitians depend on 
Martin even more urgently as they 
try to communicate, sometimes 
desperately, with the peculiar visi-
tors with their trucks and M-16 
rincs. 
"She says they're very happy 
we're here, because her first son 
was killed because he was pro-
Aristide," Martin, 1.S, told an Anny 
lieutenant, as a Haitian woman 
pleaded during a recent patrol. 
"She says she couldn't sleep last 
night because the (paramilitary) 
attaches have said they will get her 
husband." 
"fell her not to worry, they are 
probably just uying to scare her," 
the lieutenant said. "Tell her we 
will repon this to our comman-
ders." 
Martin told her. The lieutenant 
Loo{cJjootf, ~ee[ (jooa. 
Custom fit 6ras am{ 6oay sftapers for 
a{[ women for a{[ occasions. 
'Wt uffer 9ootf supp"1t, custom fit 6ras 
with sius from 28 to 52 atul with ~r 2J 
tf',jftrtnt .:up sills pt,: 6otfy siu. 
et, 
Fittings from 9:30-7:30 Thursday, Oct. 13"· 
at Ruthie's - 608 S. lllinois 529-1980 
Appointmcrus preferred, but not necessary. 
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admitted later that they get so 
many similar reports and rumors 
that they pretty much ignore them 
unless commanders have some-
thing more solid to go on. 
Martin came to Haiti involuntari-
ly. But he said his mission here bas 
given him a different sense of pur-
pose about his military career. 
"I have a chance to come back as 
a Haitian to see firsthand what is 
happening here," said Martin, 
whose family's home ia New York 
City has pictures of Aristide on the 
walls. 
Les:y Duviella. 42, is stationed 
at Fort Riley, Kan., as a supply 
officer. When he came to the 
United States 25 years ago, the 
only English words he knew \iCIC 
"good morning," and he said he 
used to fume that little children 
could communicate more easily 
than he could. Now, back in Haiti, 
be found himself groping for 
Creole words he hadn't used in 
years. 
Many Haitian Americans said 
their first reaction upon returning 
was horror at bow the country has 
descended even funher into pover-
ty and chaos. 
Savings Worth 
Stuaying 
Any5tlldentamgrta greuthatrtutfrom lltm5'11, pmfmlanol Sl)'lbUatMr)'daylow 
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.... ,..... ...... 0..., ............. 
. IVlaslsCuts • j ·cAilooi-JoAi.E ...•.•••....••• ~iAii10N .... 
i Univer.,ity Mall Illinois Center 
549-4466 99J.5253 
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Democrats unveil:-$2 billion11ad campaign 
congressional J~rship Oct. 12, cen~- expressed "c~ld" feelings. One ad features GOP congres-
Greenberg says this message "is But when "Ronald Reagan" and sional candidates signing the con-
much more powerful when it "the 1980s" were tested, the results tract on the Capitol steps SepL 27 
includes references to were not so good for Democrats. with a close-up of House Minority. 
Reaganomics and Reagan's trickle- Fony-nine percent of voters sur- Whip Newt Gingrich, R-Ga., as 
down policies." veyed, had a "warm" feeling about sinister-sounding music plays in 
The Washington Post 
WASHINGTON-The 
Democratic National Committee 
unveiled a $2 million ad campaign 
Wednesday that is designed to turn 
up the heat on Republican candi-
dates who signed a "contract with 
America" last month promising 
balanced budgets, tax cuts and 
increased defense spending. 
DNC Chainnan David Wilhelm 
said the four ads would probably 
hef!in airing in 10 states by Friday. 
but he acknowledged that pany 
• 
officials are still "working out the 
politics" in states where the ads 
may not be needed or wanted. 
The announcement of the ad 
campaign comes a day after 
President Clinton linked the GOP 
contract to the "failed policies of 
the past" in Dearborn, Mich., and 
follows polling done over the 
weekend by White House pollster 
Stanley Greenberg that suggests 
Democrats gain ground by preach-
ing a "go-forward/we-can·t-go-
back message." 
In a memo to the Demol · .. tic 
• 
Greenberg tested several phrases the '80s compared to 20 percent the background 
among voters-"trickle down," . who had a "cold" feeling. Republican National Chairman 
"Reaganomics" and "Star Not surprisingly then, the Haley Barbour offered his analysis: 
Wars"-and results showed that Democratic message attempt.~ to "The DNC's pre-election day 
voters had more negative than posi- link the GOP contract to the most advertising blitz makes no mention 
live feelings about those phrases. negative images of the Reagan of President Clinton, his policies or 
Among undecided voters, 23 per- years, using language such as the record of the failed Clinton 
cent expressed "wann" feelings "explode the deficit" and "trickle- Congress. But can you blame 
about Reaganomics while 48 per- dO\m economics." them?" 
~--
•-· inc 
with spacial guests 
: 
the ji~ rasi-.uircus 
.. •'f•· - d 
-~t •. _ an 
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H~mas kidnap soldierj-
demand prisons·:~, 
< ' • • :-.~- ;., ·~ 
Los Angeles Tmes 
JERUSALEM-Israelis were 
riveted Wednesday to their tele-
vision sets as a grainy videotape of 
a frigblCDCd young soldier played 
on some of their worst fears. 
"These guys, the Hamas here, 
have kidnapped me," 19-year-old 
Cpl. Naehshon Waxman, who 
holds dual Israeli-American 
citizenship, wm saying as he faced 
the camera. 
A masked gunman stood behind 
him. 
'1'hey want the release of their 
prisoners," Waxman said "If not, 
they will kill me." 
Such a trade was first demanded 
by Hamas in another videotape 
played on Israel Television Tues-
day night . ' ' ' 
llamas said in that tape it is 
holding Waxman, and will kill him 
by Friday night unless Israel 
releases some 200 Palestinians 
from its prisons. 
Among prisoners it listed was 
Sheikh Ahmen Yassin, founder of 
the organization. 
The political fallout from the 
proposed trade has already been 
enormously complex. 
At stake, the Israeli government 
has said, may be no less than the 
negotiations on the transfer of 
governing authority in the occupied 
West Bank from Israel to the 
Palestine Liberation Organization. 
1bcre have been previous attldts 
on Israelis by Palestinians oper-
ating from Gaza - most recently 
Sunday night, when two Hamas 
gunmen opened fire on a pedestrian 
mall in Jerusalem, killing two and 
wounding 13. 
But Wax.man's kidnappi~g raised 
'7hese guys, the .. . 
Hamas here, have 
kidnapped me. They 
want the release of 
their prisoners. If not, 
they will kill me. n 
-Nachson Waxman 
a red nag for the nation and the 
govemmenL By anying out such a 
brazen operation in Israel-
targeting a soldier aid holding him 
hostage-Damas is seen to be 
pointedly challenging PLO Chair-
man Yasser Arafat's authority in 
Gaza, the seat of Arafat's ffedgling 
govemmenL Israelis are demanding 
Arafat respond to the cballenge by 
confrooling llamas din:ctly. 
"This is not a single inslallce," 
said Education Minister Amnon 
Rubinstein Wednesday, as he em-
erged from a special Cabinet ses-
sion on the aisis. "We are dealing 
with a series of crimes and murdels 
of the most brutal kind, and-we 
have not seen serious action taken 
by the Palestinian Authority. 
"(Ibey) have ample infonnation, 
they know who the (llamas) lead-
ers are, they know where they are. 
They must put an end to open acti-
vity by Hamas in Gaza," he said. 
The drama of Waxman's capture 
is an especially painful one for 
Israelis, most of whom have either 
served in the Army or have rela-
tives who have served. · 
USC ·professor.·:awarded-
Nobel Prize in chemis~ 
The Washington Post 
An organic chemist at the Uni-
versity of Southern California on 
Wednesday won the Nobel Prire in 
chemistty for his isolation 32 years 
ago of a class of compounds whose 
existence was only theoril.Cd, and 
which had never been directly 
studied. 
Experiments done by George A. 
Olah allowed these usually fleeting 
"reaction inlermediates" to be stud-
ied for the first lime. Knowledge of 
them has produced an important 
branch of organic chemistty and has 
led to such advances as less-
polluting methods for manufac-
turing gasoline. 
"I got the proverbial phone call at 
6 o'clock this morning, and was 
stunned, gratified and very grate-
Police Blotter 
fut," the 67-year-old professor said 
Wednesday. "It's really a memor-
able day." 
Olah was born 11nd educated in 
Hungary. He emigrated in 1957 
after the failed revolution in his 
countty, settling first in Canada, and 
later moving to the ·united States. 
He has taught at the University of 
Southern California since 1977; 
where he also directs the Loker 
Hydrocaroon Research Institute:. He 
is the sole winner in chemistry this 
year, and will get about $954,000. · .. 
Olah has spent much of the last 
three decades studying "carbo-
cations" and developing industrial 
uses of their chemistry. He holds 
about 100 patents . .-4:in:mcenl 
years has been:wor\lng%witli 
Texaco on less-polluting ways of 
synthe;;izing gasoline additives. 
the drawer of a study desk in 
Morris Library between 8 p.m. OcL 
SIUC Police !~ ~st~ 10. Toe toss is 
• A representative from Delta Chi • A bomb threat was called in to 
fraternity reported that someone the dean's office at the College of 
had cut a tree and stolen a sign Technical Careers. The bomb was 
describing the fraternity from the said to be in the CTC building, 
front of Delta Chi housing. The prompting an evacuation and 
incident occurred between I a.m. search of the 'building. No bomb 
and 9:30 a.m. Tuesday. was found. 
• Mary K. Bonner, 22, and Nanette • The fire department respond:d at 
D. Potee, 32, were involved in n 9:53 p.m. Monday to a call about 
vehicle accident at 9:13 n.m. smoke coming from a healer vent 
Tuesday al the intersection of in 'Rm. 102 of the Technic:al 
Pleasant Hill Rd. and Giant City Career_s annex. The department 
Rd No injuries were reported. extinguished the· fire, which is 
• Kar!=n Gustafson, 20, reported thought to.have been caused by,; 
that someone had taken the seat of . mechanical problems. The damage. 
her bicycle between' 8 and 9:15 · estimate·isunknown. -- -:- ·' · ·, .. ·' 
:1-m. Tuesday while it was parkC;<f,·••-M~-~~:~0l3? ~ecfthat~: 
m a rack near Lawson. Jbe loss 1s - · someone had taken hubcaps from -
estimated at $30. '(I, :.:',;(~if; q 1,Jllir\car &iweeii':7taod.9:30~un-i, 
• Younghwan Kim, 35,-reported\.:-while it was parked in loll3. ~ · 
that a tape ~rder was taken ~m ·:.·value or the loss is unknown. · · 
. .., .::· ,. _,.;; ~ 
:. : .. "' ... , :-.:-, ... · '·:.tt,;;,,._;_,,,_ ... ·.~•·, ..  · 1",._···,•' _"·:.· ---~~.--.-~··· ':..4~·.::;.. -~1- t_._ • 1~.~--::~ ·7 · •  ~ . .::,· -- > w#' ~r·.t ~--- ~ -; 
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THE MATERIALS.TECHNOLOGY CENTER 
presents 
PROGRESS IN MATERIALS RESEARCH 
A SERIES OF REPORTS ON THE MOST RECENT RESULTS 
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l;)r, Jihad t-lamed, Civll,~no.· &,Mechanics Dr. Max Yen, Civil Eng. & Mechanics., 
Dr:Manohar Kuka~;-MJ;EFf} Dr. Xiaoyang Z_!jl, _Chemistry & Bioch~m. 
Dr, Kh<!lid Laldi, M~fl '. Dr •. Robert•zaer,.Physics Dept. ; . •, ' ' ... 
••r• .,;••·.••• 
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Consumers resist higher; prices,:.: 
keep U.S. inflation rates ste~dy -
The Washinglon Post 
WASHINGTON-American 
consumers are sending a message 
to manufacturers and.retailers: 
Raise prices at your peril. 
The threat of lost sales and prof-
its has become so real for so many 
businesses that they have been 
forced to make sweeping changes 
in the way they operate. 
Companies as big as General 
Motors Corp. and as small as spe-
cialty clothing stores in suburban 
malls have had to dump the long-
standing practice of routinely mark-
ing up prices lo cover higher costs. 
Instead, when they can't avoid a 
cost increase one place, they are 
finding ways to offset it by cutting 
costs someplace else; often their 
payrolls. . 
One result: the best sustained 
record on inflation in three decades. 
But as the economy continues to 
show strength and consumer 
demand picks up, analysts are won-
dering whether this different way of 
doing business, multiplied by the 
millions oi finos across the coun-
try, will be enough to keep the 
inflation genie in the bottle. 
"The real question is: 'Is the 
price resistance at the consumer 
IP.vel still intense? Are people will-
ing to forego buying if they think 
prices are rising?"' said Sam 
Kahan, chief economist at Fuji 
Securities Joe. in Chicago. 
For nearly four years, inflation 
has remained close to 3 percent a 
year. Many analysts expect govern-
ment reports on producer prices 
Thursday and consumer prices 
Friday to show that inflation 
remains in checlc. 
Some analysts say continued 
strong economic growth could lead 
to inflation of 4 percent or more 
next year. 
Other forecasters predict only a 
very small increase in inflation next 
year, in part because they expect 
that rising interest r:ites engineered 
by the Federal Reserve will soon 
slow economic growth to a more 
sustainable pace. 
These forecasters say. that the 
more competitive environment in 
the United States, inclu'ding the 
consumer resistance to higher 
prices,-makes it much harder for 
the inflationary pressures generated 
by a strong economy to affect the 
prices people actually pay. 
Even in this year's hottest con-
sumer environment, automobile 
dealer showrooms, the consumer's 
message has gotten through. · 
"You can't improve your profit 
margins by raising prices ... ," said 
Geoffrey P<lhaoka of the Pohanta 
Automotiv.:: Group, which operates 
dealerships throughout the 
Washington area. "There are so 
many more products the consumer 
cao pick nowadays and it's forcing 
retailers to stay in line. .. 
Campus dark after power failure 
By Connie Fritsche 
Staff Reporter 
A power outage on campus left 
many offices and classrooms in the 
dark Wednesday afternoon. 
Wham E:.ducation Building, 
Pulliam Hall, Doyle (the Old 
Baptist Foundation), Wheeler Hall, 
Altgeld Hall, Parkinson Laborato-
ry, and Anthony Hall, were affect-
ed by the outage. 
Harold Lerch, the building main-
tenance superintendent at the phys-
ical plant, said the outage was due 
to a fault in high-voltage feeder #2. 
Lerch said the power outage 
began at approximately 2: 15 p.m. 
when the high-voltage connection 
blew apart. 
Lerch said power was restored to 
the Wham building at about 3:25 
p.m. 
He said there are two power 
sources leading into Wham and 
power was switched to the second 
source. 
Lerch said the rest of the build-
ings would be without power into 
lastoighL 
Fire Department urges purchase 
of life-saving smoke detectors 
By Connie Fritsche 
Staff Reporter 
As fire safety week continues, 
tips on fire safety are being given 
out by the dozens, but perhaps 
the most sensible tip is simply 
having a smoke detector in the 
home. 
Carbondale Fire Chief Cliff 
Manis said a working smoke 
detector doubles the chance of 
survival in a fire. 
least one smoke detector. 
"We encourage all studen~ to 
make sure they have an operating 
smoke detector," he said. 
"Even though they may some-
ti m.:.s be a nuisance, don't 
unhook them." 
Manis said too often the 
department sees a case where 
there is a smoke detector present, 
but it has been unhooked or the 
batteries have been removed. 
The Carbondale Fire Depar-
unent bas recently started a resi-
dential fire safety program where 
a firefighter will come to a resi-
dence and check for fire hazards. 
Manis said the department will 
check detectors to make sure they 
are in working order and will 
supply free batteries to replace 
old ones. 
He said the department will 
also install a free detector if one 
is needed and cannot be afforded. 
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According to the National Fire 
Institute Research Service, 90 
percent of U.S. homes have at 
He said nearly half of residen-
tial fires and three-fifths of fatali-
ties in residential firc:; occur in 
homes with no smoke detectors. 
For more information, contact pii~~ .... iiiooi~oiiiioiiiiio!!!!ii,..
111111 the Carbondale Fire Department 
at 529-5115. 
SAFETY, from page 3 
during a residential fire. 
Rice said the program is done on request throughout 
the year. 
''We are available to do (the program) anytime we 
can get someone to listen to us," he said. 
Rice said that in light of the Pyramid Apartment 
Complex fire in 19'J2, he would like to be able to do 
more saf.,ry programs with international students in 
the future because they are more apt to be unaware of 
customary fire prevention procedures. 
LECTURE, from page 3 
about four are selected for close 
consideration. Williams said he 
cooracts possible speakers and a 
decision is then made. 
Williams also said Michael 
Glassman personally suggested 
Kirkpatrick as a guest lecturer. 
Both Kirkpatrick and Glassman are 
high school alumni of Mt. Vernon. 
Kirkpatrick is expected to attend a 
class reunion there this weekend, 
Williams said. 
Williams also said the majority 
of lecturers that Uoivmity Honors 
program spoonrs are not conserva-
tive. 
KATZ, from page 3 
"By far, most speakers' political 
leanings have been liberal or mod-
erate," he said. 
: "The last conservative (speaker) 
was William F. Buckley, Jr., six 
years ago," he said. 
· The lecture at Shryock is free to 
the public. 
"People who think there's no Katz expressed disapproval of ters and making society aware Qf 
connection are one step away .from politicians and political commeota- sexual harassment and child sexual 
the Flat Eanh Society." tors who oppose feminism and ait- abuse. 
Katz said degrading images of icized conservative talk show host Kati said homophobia makes 
women are dangerous in pomogra- Rush Limbaugh for his use of the many men afraid to speak O!Jl · 
phy, because many men use them tenn "feminazi" to describe femi- against men'.s violenc;e toward 
to become sexually aroused. . oists. "As a Jew, hn especially women,butmenmustslippo_rtfem-
.. ,cs a masturbation facilita!or.: •. 9ffended by that terru,'' he said. inist causes to protect the women i_n 
largely for men," he said. 'Think of Ka,z said .feminists should be their-lives. ·"lfyou really :do·~, .. t 
~:ei,~ ~~!:a~~! young men :in~;\z:.~;:~~=~ :-.~~.~~~:~:~:~~.\ 
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Reactions vary ·on ·increase: :Yettsirl'fires firiance iitihist~I' 
Newsday • Bank chainnan while Parliament 
By Jeremy Finley 
Special Projects Editor 
Department heads of schools 
within SIUC facing the highest 
1ui1ion increase.\ agree an increase is 
needed to upgrade facilities, bul 
studenb have varying opinions on 
lhc impacl the increase will have on 
1hcir schools and !heir pockelbooks. 
While undergraduate students 
and non-professional graduate 
stmlcnls face a 3.5-pcrcenl tuition 
hike. the law school ha.\ a proposed 
14.9 percent increa.w. the medical 
school ha.\ a 16.9 increa.w and the 
dentistry i,chool faces a possible 16 
percent increase. 
Individual schools can make 
requesl\ from a general fund made 
up of tuition money but they are nol 
guaranleed money, Carol Henry. 
dircclor of the SIUC budgel office, 
· said. 
Harry Haynswonh, dean of the 
law school, said the tuition increase 
for next year will go coward several 
area.\, including funding for faculty 
trips and the upgrading of 
computers. 
He said the tuition increase for 
1994 targeted the upgrading of 
computers. 
S1ephen Friedel, pre.\ident of lhe 
SIUC bar associa1ion, said he is 
aware chat money is proposed 10 
upgmde lhe law school's compu1cr 
sys1em, but he would mther ha\·e a 
slower system than a tuition 
increase. 
"For mosl \lUdenL\, that's (having 
a slow system) good enough. We'd 
rather have that than have our 
1uition increa.'-Cd;· he said. 
Haynsworth said he spoke with 
some law studems who said they 
approved of the upgrading of 
compulers. 
"They (the seniors) need those 
skills (upgmded compuler skills) 10 
get a job," he said. "He's (Friedel) 
is entitled to his opinions." 
Friedel also said he has found 
difficulty in obtaining information 
on how the money from lhe tuition 
increase would be spent. 
"We simply cannot get access to 
the budgetary commillcc. We slill 
haven't found a workable way to 
get this information," he said. 
Haynsworth said thal informa1ion 
wa.\ presented to the office of the 
provost and has been available. 
"He's (Friedel) had this 
information since early Scplcmbcr,'' 
he said. 
"He ha.\n't a.\ked for any addition 
information." 
Friedel said even if a tuition 
increa.o;c was approved. he docs not 
think it would impact the law 
s:udcnL\ greatly. especially because 
he docs not know where lhe money 
from 1he tuition increa.o;c would go. 
$35,000 SIU. vs. U of I m.oM.00 
$30,000 Tuitions 
A comparison of tuition levels at 
$25,000 the professional colleges of SIUC and U of I. The graph 
below reflects the 1995 
$20,000 fiscal year. 
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"I would say it would have a 
minimal impact," he said. 
Carl Gcuo, dean and provost for 
the SIU School of Medicine, said 
the school gives its 
recommendations to the Board of 
Trustees on what it needs in term.\ 
of money for new equipment. That 
request for fund~. in tum. incrca.ws 
lhc 1ui1ion cost. 
Although the Board of Trustees 
said one reason for the tuition 
increase is technology initiatives. 
Getto said whal the school needs 
arc ba.\ic tools. 
"The equipment we need is 
hardly high tech stuff," he said. 
"We·rc a school that's 25 years old, 
and much of the equipment. like 
skeletons and teaching models, are 
original and needs to be replaced. 
They're prelly worn out." 
Getto said the future of medicine 
is in the management of 
information, so new computers are 
obviously needed for the medical 
students. He also said problem-
based programs where patients let 
students give them checkups are 
needed. and !hose type of program.~ 
are expensive. 
Geuo said he believes he has not 
heard complaints from medical 
students about lhc increa.\C because 
of the good student/teacher ratio 
and the current low cost of the 
school. 
John Record. a.~sistant dean for 
the medical school, said the student 
mood about the tuition increase is 
mellow. 
"There really has been no 
significant re.~ponse one way or the 
other from the students," he said. "If 
lhere are, I have not heard anything. 
(For} some increases in the past, we 
have had significant numbers come 
forward. This time around. they 
really haven't" 
Ryan Naffziger. a first-year 
medical student from Delavan, said 
an increase in tuition means an 
increase in student loans. 
"I'm already in deb! from 
undergrad (loans)," he said. 
Naffziger :.aid he feels fortunate 
to go to SIU's medical school 
lx.-cause of the low 1uition compared 
to other schools, but the increa.\c 
came a.\ an unwanlcd surprise. 
"For the most part, nobody 
e:itpeclcd it to go up. It's even worse 
chat Ibey upped the years to four -
it used to only be three years," he 
said. 
James DeCluc, assistant dean for 
admissions at the SIU School of 
Dentistry, said all funds coming 
from tuition will go toward 
improving student services. 
DeClue said the school is 
upgrading a pre .. dinical laboratory 
for the first and second-year-
studcnt~. 
"Much of the funds are going 
into that purpose; to keep us state of 
the art with the other dental 
schools," he said. 
Doug Dingwenh. a founh-ycar 
dentistry student and studenl body 
president of the dentistry school. 
said he docs not know how many 
students arc aware of the increa.\C 
but foels studenL, are plca.~ed with 
1he price and quali1y of their 
education. 
Dingwerth said the students may 
have 10 lake out more loans because 
of lhe incrca.o;c. 
TUITION, from 'page 1--
pcn:cnt for fall 1994. according to 
lhc department of admissiims and 
n.-cord,. 
lie said despite the fact tha1 lhc 
research portion of the school is 
mainly funded by olher revenues 
hesides tuition monies, the lack 
funds could affccl the department. 
"It's difficult to say that those 
monies wouldn't affect our 
research here," he said. 
Wan Kamal 
WanNapl, 
President of the 
International 
Student Council 
Edwin Sawyer, 
Undergraduate 
Student 
Government 
President 
Chuck van 
Rossum, 
coordinator of 
non-tradltlonal 
students 
MOSCOW-Russia's 
currency crisis erupted inlo an 
intense political storm Wednes-
day as President Boris N. Yeltsin 
fired his finance minister and 
demanded the head of the Central 
scheduled a vote of no confi-
dence in the entire government. 
The poHtical shockwaves 
seemed likely to further erode 
public confidence in the Russian 
economy and the credibility of 
the government 
··SBDII 
·c•EIILIIDIII 
ffllffl 
Wednesday,October26 
alnla: 
October 18, 19,20,24,25 
6-9pm 
SIU Arena 
• Must attend October 25 to tryout 
Store Hours: 
CALLUS: 
549-3030 
Carbondale, IL 
l~.a:149 
(Cannmt;. 0..elb'ls.aQrcerr6) 
Mon - Thurs. 4:00p.m. - 1 :00a.m. 
Fri - Sat. 11:ooa.m. - 2:00a.m. 
Sun. 11 :00a.m. - 1 :ooa.m. 
r--------------------, I M D EEK SPECIAL I 
I $5.99 I 
I (Mon - Thurs) I 
I Rec~~gpf n';~?J~~ two I 
I Expire• 12/31/IM I 
I =~~--=.=ii::.:,-::.,: I L--------------------~ 
r--------------------, 1 LUKI SPECIAL 1 
I $_:7'.99 I 
Receive a 1 S" large pizza with I 
two toppings of your choice I 
I Expire• 12/31/04 I 
I -~~-=-==-=== I L--------------------J 
\..-i1d"lul>. llranu(1uh. 
l,-,_"".111·~1j .... _ Sll•liit(",110-.·it 
I<.,, ... 
One out of 15 male college students reports committing rape or 
attempting 1:; Most of the time, the victim Is another student. And 
the rapist somco!"! you would !cast sus~. : · 
Don Beggs, dean of the College 
of Education, said student\ should 
realize the personal implicalions 
should the tuition increase nol 
occur. Beggs said the monies from 
tuition help the school continue to 
offer the classes students need to 
gmduate. remain current." the funds to pay for it were not The.fai:t is;:whcncvera ma~ forces a woman to have sex, It 1; rape.·· 
He also said that if tuition money Joe Foote, dean of lhe College of there. "This college is especially No matter who he Is, U Is a criminal offense. And It should be · 
could not be used, money could be Mass Communication and Mcd:a hurt if there isn't up to date ·report~. Bccauseacollcctlonofvarsltyletttt1orc_lubofficcs 
taken away from funding these Ans, said lhe students in his school equipment. We're dependent on · won't hold ~ff a jail sentence. ,.· : 
classes in order to keep up wilh would be directly impacted if the that," he said. "I· don'.t think · · •· 
gm.wing 1cchnology. tuition monies were not available. students mind paying 1'1e luition as·' After all, rape Isn't a privilege. It's~ felony. Even for the biggest 
"We have to keep the students Foole said radio/television and long as.they see the value it's manoncampus. · .,,,,,.,_ •·• 
i.current,",he.said. '.'The issue is.if. journalism students _rely on producing in the classroom:Thcy A h ill • h j ..,.,,, · 
lhcie's enough fun~. It.seems like::·cquipmenl'in the i:lasses;andh.'lat nnccd to see yalue in \Ile. f:K:~tltY, and,, ui,.:., ,, ~.ins! .. ~r~w• ..... ~ .... ?gal~~t1 ~ .': .~'Y:• . , 
there's.neve~_en~~g~f•~~~~.'o·:~ui~~-;'!t_;~?'.!!~-~~~-~~if __ ~,1~~~-~:.-~~::_.~•-•.~-•.•-~ •• ~•-• .. •-•:,.• ......... ~~".'.~"Slnlceland.twC..-SaletyF•ao.d 
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Grc:,up-WW.l~i~Wf~Jl_tO!@QiRra-1laws';7 
BJDRel<llzman . " . , .. Tapp1~'.(0;•1egal medi~al·USC of• --~-'~re~b-of;h of AleaonlheemsideoftheSIUdent 
SlaflRaporlar · Today,·NORML . maijaaa" •. ·. . mmjanaoalftlllllllwomeia:.. Callerpmkinggarage. -. 
SU
,rv,n,ts" the. · · ; . Kampia . said , the med.lcal ; 'Ille sruc NORML rally is f:n:le The event roll:; from noon to 3 
The ddlale over the legali1.3lioo ,.,,,_. 1 marijuaa program began iii the· md will be held in Che Free Forum p.m. 1br:re is oo rain locadm. 
~~u'c1r.:::1:°0~~t~!':: legalization of · ~e:::=;;:-.-:.!a~~ .-7:',•···" ~ _,,,.,.~, ..... . 
. Organization for the Reform of marijuana for said right DOW, cinly eight people., . .:.~ ..,·n.·~---,.~·u·:.~'.'~::~'.l;, ., .•;····.·ba·~ . n·· •c1i-S Maijuana Laws rally 10day. ,e,C11nnsib/e USS ,•n . are legally fallowed . to .. 111e. : .. . 
420 In Progress and Meat 'N' _,...,, _ marij•ana in.the United States· 
Oniooswillperformatlberally, ~nm,~ med.· andcrlbeoldlllllicalporilioas: ,.· ·,,. :· ·:•:· .· .. : 
and speakers will talk about the '•-ur, '/Cine "ldeally,it-.lbecool.lobavc =='=: 
diftmnt uses of marijuana. and recreation. . a presideat .wllo · bad. no··prior ~
Drew Hendricks, president of . . upcrim:ie.-6 maijiana legaliz:e leach lumz-Soundcue Baa1e oflhe Bands 
SIUC NORML, said the event gelling it (NORML's message) out it so the media wouldn't bave ~-Mamvefimk.(Funt)9'.30p.m..nocover 
oams once each mnesaer. in lbe open," Kunesh said. anything to job about," Kampia Causill-Slappin' Hmry Blue, (Blues) 9 p.m.. no cover 
""Vk're doing it to promote lbe '"lbere wen, a lot of active asets said, alluding· to Clinton's Flclan-420inf'rogras(Altanatift)9-.30p.m..SI cover 
upcoming Medical Marijuana Day (!here)." admission to smoking pol but not Hanger 9 - Big Al ;md the Heavyweights (Blues) 9:4S p.m., =-== local activism," ~pia said even though t~ ~-~-clmlcml in 1970 SI co,er 
Rob Kampia, chapter Un1~d States bas a_ Democra~c . by Keith Slnliip, • aa.imey who ~ Plllny Pub- Nighthawk (Oassic Rock) 9:30 p.m.. 
coonlinlllor for NORML's nadonal pres!~t w_bo experimented w.1tb saw a neat far a CCllllal marijillna- no co,er • 
beal,...ltis di Wamingtoo. D.C., man)uana m colle~e and a vice , reform klllby.·•. ~•- '- . . . -., , . . ~Auclilariwn _ "Manners" stage play, 8 p.m., S4 adults. 
said all of NORML's 65 c:bapters president who ~fk:d to IC':tn The orgmizadon was active iD Slcbildrm 
have,at least one rally a year, years of use, !88"J11311a 15~~1 .the efforts:wbicb'prompted 35 :: Trattamlxes-Jim81ount(R&B)9p.m.,ooco-vcr 
usmlly in lbe falJ. ;. '· to s~e the hght of legahzatton , states to . support ·medicinal· 
.. A lot of chapters use the fall an~~ marijuana use. The federal 11't Wttkmd ca1mdar u a lut of live evenu going on in Carbondak. To~ 
rally ID show new stDdcnts there's We believe that no laws that government continues to stand . itdakd. plaJv bring a llOle detailing the nmt ,a the D.E. News- ConM 
opposition to marijuana would reform marijuana againsliL 12'1.SIUC.SabmwiontkadliMisTIIDda): 
prohibition," Kampia said pohibition _would-~  under Today, NORML supports the 
"It's a good way to kick off the a democrlllJc admillislralion for_ u legalization of marijuana for 
year." long as they're concerned with responsible use in industry, 
Chad Kunesh, guitarist of Meat getting re-elected," Kampia said. medicine and recreation. The 
'N' Onions, said the band played at "Overall, Ointon isn't going ta do • organi7.alion is against the use of 
theNORMLrallylastspring. anything. He wouldn't re-q,en the· marijuana by adolescents, use 
"I think it was a good thing, program that allowed patients to while driving and the restrictions 
r-------•---~----~------., :W~: L~·n~ i 
• · · ,_...._. Buffet • 
Students to compete for· Best 
College Act in America title 
; Buy one Bigfoot ; for 99¢ ·" ; 
=s-·' (12" X 24") : When yo$3u buy one tor; 
I 6AO I .99. I ; ~~ ; available 11_:30 ; 1 :30 ; 
I Additional Toppings $1.50 I Monday Fnday I 
I • Carbondale.& Mimihysboro • 
I Offer good~,:=abon only I l=~ly I By Aleksandra llacys Senior Repocter 
Got a few good jokes? Know 
how to sing or play an instrument 
well? Today is the last day to sign 
up to put there talents to good use 
and possibly win S15,000. 
The Student Programming 
Council is presenting the 
MasterCard Acts Talent Contest at 
7 p.m. Oct. 19 in the Student 
Center Ballrooms C and D, but 
applications will not be accepted 
after 4 p.m today. 
The winner of the contest will 
advance to the regional semifinals, 
and two students will be selected al 
each of the five semifinal rounds. 
Those students will be awarded 
Sl,500 and a spot in the national 
final. 
The national final will be in 
February 1995 in California. 
Semifinal winners will compete for 
$15,0G0 and the title· of Best 
College Act in America. The 
school that the winner aaends also The nationwide contest is 
will receive aSI0,000 slipend:~-- sponso,ed by MasterCard 
Miho Ayugase; SPC chairperson, lntematiooal, Inc. and the Natiooal 
said any type of music can be Association of College Activity. 
played or sung and any type of SIUC is a member ofNACA and 
comedy act is acceptable, but other is one of more than 100 campuses 
:ypes of performing ans, su\:h.as .. across the country scheduling a 
dance, will not be allowed because .. contest. 
the contest is limited to music· and Coordinator Ron Laffitte, from 
comedy. •• · NACA, said this is the "inaugural 
"You can play or sing classical or year" of the conte.,;t and is a brand-
alternative music or play as pan of new venture with MastctCard. 
a band," Ayugase said Laffitte said he is excited about 
Qualifications for contestants having a contest, because it may 
include being a full-time SlUC produce rising stars. 
student with 12 credit hours or "It's a good way to promote 
more, and acts must be limited to student talent on campuses," 
five minutes. Acts which go more Laffitte said 
than five minutes automatically Some other activities sponsored 
will be disqualified. by NACA are regional conferences 
Ayugase said there are only 15 for college students and staff 
spots available and five people members, workshops and 
have already signed up. educational foundation 
Applications are being taken on a scholarships .• 
first come, first serve basis, so Anyone who wants more 
those interested are encouraged to information about the coolest 
sign up early in the day. should call SPC al 536-3393. 
I 0e11nry e Carry.Out I & I I 457-420 457-7112 I t-aVald. · Wd, Cl!. fer E•pir ..es I 
I ~~~ 04;~~ I Ar,0tw0b-~ tG'27fJ4 . I 
L-••-••-----.L---•--••-•-J 
tl·:l!~":}"l~'f/,',?'s•--1~:;:j"p,';.,:J:c'.1::fB~·:r,:'}-11~,,mt".'<1.'-;-'.,~J:'(t2~~\ff: 
',Si•,,t,.d;~,.,.c;,tb - tuuent:f,~enteF•,Jd:•~.r:,'N\•"'-"" 
!Z~ill~1 
Sign up for clmes now at the Student C.enter Craft Shop, Lower 
level, Student <:enter. For more infonnation call 453-3636 
Ai.so available: Kids' One Day Oasses & Holiday Oasses 
ADUI.T FM·WHI CUSSES ADUlT ONE-DAY 
The OOII d r:ach a,u..., b OZ for sruc AND 1Wo-DAY CUSSES 
="r!:~c~~~- Therootdr:ach a,u.,,.. b $13 forSIUC 
Abo' Remus perform... s tonight El::::T::7cS;:t ~~k~~=s~-
•byd•Dwydi<.cs. ' r...,.uuu ......,. 
'~ P Baslc:Clay ' 1 il,undays,6p.m.l-!i'p:m.ro · 
By Paul Eisenberg '· ihe audience. Tuc,days, 6 p.m. • 8 p.m. Sasion n, 0<1ob<r 20 
Entertainmenl Editor "We're a little past the ''We're a little past the age where So.11on R: Oc!clxr 18- l'lo\-rmbrr IS 5nJC SludcN sss 
In this age of political 
correctness, a band with a name 
like Uncle Remus may be looked 
down upon. Abo' Remus, though, 
has a non-offensive name, but 
p'.ays politically incorrect music. 
Marty Davis, Rzmus guitarist, 
said the band plays everything 
from the music of Frank Zappa, to 
the blues to reggae. 
Davis said the band's music is 
split into two veins - his style and 
that of bassist Ben Veicencio and 
guitarist Doug Holmes. 
"Ben and Doug, their music is 
j:u.z fusionis:.ic," he said "They are 
boJi graduates of the University's 
music program..The music-from 
my camp, though, is mostly blues 
rock and funk." , 
Davis said !he banil)JJd been 
pmcticing for about a y~. but has 
finally started playing gig.~ with the 
addition of drummer John 
we think we're going to be rock WJxdTbnMlaa ~.::rhytsuff ~ 
age where we think stars, so we don't take ourselves 'IV<dnesbp.6p.m.-8p.m. 
loo seriously," be said. Scsdon II: October 19 • _,,.,., 16 Mat CuuJns 
we're going to be "But \\'e still take the music =~~~-~17 ~:&i~r • .m. 
rock stars, so we seri~~ has to take the music ftamocfnmmsamlbalaa ~ SIUCSludcnl SID 
don't take ourselves seriously, playing intricate songs ~o!J:j98.~16 ~:tsuff m 
too seriouslv. But we like Zappa's "Torture Never SCalocdGma Sllbcrttn NEW 
r• Stops," blues from Albert Collins Fridays, s p.m.. 1 p.m. = ::-!~~Y- 6 p.nL · 11 p.m. 
still take the music and Albert King, and reggae from So.1lon ·~ October 21 • Novrmber 18 sruc 5ludcnl S20 
• groups like Bladt Uhuru. llepminaGabr sruc Fxultv/Sulf sz: 
senously:" Guitarist Doug Holmes said the Wcdnesbys, 6 p.m. • 8 p.m. Connunlty SM 
-1'arty Davis, band also is w~rking up more -.n: Oc!clxri9 -Ncwm,bcric. jcwdryDcslp-Paper 
original songs. ~ l~s ~ 111W 1\Jcuay, 0<1obtt 1s. 6 p.m.. s p.m. 
"We're doing more involved OctobtTIB-No\'m,br:rlS Glaslleadmaklag 
~?.:~:~~i.~~:: ~=a: r::rg~.~- ~~ E ~~f 
joined money-malting country ."We.like playing out," he said, HoWa,-QaUts Community s,c 
bands." • "We want to be a danceable band. · =Y;,~~~ CuamlcFclkhlleadmallna. NEW 
Now, with a stable drummer, OurmusiciJ90percentdanceablc. Monwys,6p.m.-sp.m. 
Abo' Remus is playing in local We.encourage everyone to come· =.~';'~~~~~ Octob<r24and31. · 
::t~~~~ ~~_P!~s to do ~~'.!,°.d~~:in~~}n~:~~-ve a good ~ ....~
0
;~.·<·.;·~·: ,. .. ::: ~~ff'!~ 
' McC:idd, formerly of Massive 
Funl. 
Davis said the·banci-also enjoys Abo' Remus will play at the. n------~..,...~--,.--.,..·.,..--· ... ·_eomm __ unity __ .._:._. ·._··-• ... 2~~·-_-... • ... · ...,;·...,.·· i•'lt1 
playi!1B.!l~c};~trji!!i&~ves St~dent Center Coffee Ho"use. . !'> :-i:-m,,~:i-ot~:c;nf#,Sbop rro111~irlu:>w 1.crl1 :,\·i1c r!lJln 
members a dilllCC to Internet wiwor~::~~il?::_~,,..:;. -o"-'ai . ..,..,~'Olllil'IJlsdialer'dvtdli'ciirm!H·•:; ,;,;,_ .. 
I 
-t 
' l:..;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;agm;iiila;;;a;(lii;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~"'1''r"": 
,:.;--,· 
October 13,.1994 
~Courtn~of ~ ~ 
SIUC student Jay Thomson, a Junior In general studio fine arts, posted an antJ.censorshlp 
sign (right) after the Student Programming Council's fine arts group covered his photo. 
collection, "Labels: One fag bashes back," with black paper while It was on display In the 
Student Center's Art Allay. The collection featured two nudes and 19 pictures of Thomson 
painting homophobic slurs on his body, lncludlng the one shown above. 
CENSOR, from page 1 
work to be showcased in the alley 
is reviewed and approved by the 
committee. but all of Thomson's 
work was not approved. 
But Thomson said three of the 
approved sculptures on display 
were not shown to the committee in 
the spring. 
Smith said Thomson came to the 
IQ-person committee and showed 
them slides of his sculptures, which 
they approved lo be shown in the 
alley. Howe,·er, he had not taken 
any of the photos or printed the text 
and therefore could not show them 
to the committee. 
Thomson said he wrote in a 
proposal to the committee that he 
wanted to hang pictures of his 
current work, but none of the 
members said anything to him 
regarding his cuJTCnt work or future 
photos. 
"I had little or no communication 
with the commillee," Thomson 
!klid. "So I as.~umcd e\'erything was 
hunky dory." 
Although Smith said he did not 
see a problem with the work. some 
strong statements were made. 
"He (Thomson) makes some 
very strong political statements 
against gay bashing," he said ''The 
work also shows full frontal male 
nudity and racial slurs." 
Beneath the photos, quotes from . 
the answering machine message 
appear. 
Thomson said he talked with 
Smith and they removed the black 
paper to look at the photos and text 
together. · 
He said Smith told him the com-
mittee would most likely approve 
the work, but he will not know 
until Friday. 
"I was very disappointed and 
shocked, but not surprised that 
something like this (censorship) 
happened," Thomson said. "It's 
kind of ironic that this is National 
Coming Out week and they're 
(SPC) closeting my art." 
A special committee meeting at 7 
p.m. tonight will decide if the 
photos and words will be unveiled. 
Clinton leQal fund needs 
close look, counsel says 
The Washington Post "It is an uncomfortable situ-
ation," Mikva said. "I'm uncom-
WASHINGT0N-White House fortable. I expect the president is 
counsel Abner J. Mikva said uncomfortable." But he said the 
Wednesday that he was "uncom- Ointons are not wealthy enough to 
fortable" with the idea of President pay the bills themselves, and that 
Clinton's legal defense fund and ethical questions could be raised if 
wants to review the structure of~ the legal services were provided 
fund to see if more can be done to free of charge. 
reduce public conccms about iL . Oiven those constraintJ, Mikva 
Speaking at a breakfast with re- said,· "We're trying to insulate it 
porters, Mikva said in response to a (the' fund) as much as possible to 
question that he did not "totally · avoid the appearance question ••• 
approve" of.the concept of solic- · · to make sure it is perceived and 
iting funds to help the Clinlons pay;. treated a., a pri\llle fund." 
their legal bills for Whilcwater and· •. One issue that Mikva said he 
the Paula Cabin Jones lawsuit. But plans to loot II is haw far lhe fWld 
be said he _could not see a pniclica1 · · can go iuolic:itias domlic:im.:- .· 
alternative that would allow the·.,.:. Tbe fuad•limiu cloaatioas to 
Clintms to handle bills that~ $1,(XIO, a limitMiba uid irappo-
nm into the milliom. · ·. prmely modm."·:' •, :}} · .. 
. . ·1•. 
Howto 
interview 
with the 
Fortune500 
withouteven 
• ' • • • • '. - ... ' ' •• \ ' . - . . .. ,,f ~ . ·.' • ' .-: • 
gettjooout 
.ofttd 
• . ... ~ !· 
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BEHIND THE SCENES 
at the 
Daily Egyptian· 
Featuring an All-Star Cast • • • • 
Advertisina ... 
Classified and Display Advertising take ~e stage in sales to 
create "standing ovation" ads in each issue of the Daily Egyptian. Our communi-
ty relies on this department to ensure a "full house". 
Business .. · 
The business department performs a first class act with the financial accounting 
records for the Daily Egyptian. Their multi-talents include accounts receivable, 
accounts payable, purchasing and payroll. 
Circulation~., 
Circulation sets the stage by working early dawn hours delivering the whole per-
formance to your building. 
Newsroom~ News Photo,., 
Our newsroom writes the "scripts" that inform you of local and campus news. 
Their productions play to a sold-out audience daily. News Photo work hard to 
capture the images that help bring the stories alive. 
Night Lavout: 
Night layout works at getting the props rea{y for the big performance. From 
making the printing plates to proofreading the "scripts", they deserve a round o 
applause for their efforts. 
Press .. · 
The press crew works "behind the scenes" during the midnight hour to 
print 27,000 Daily Egyptians for SIUC and the community. 
Production: 
The production department works hard to create A-I advertisements in the Daily 
Egyptian. Under the direction of display reps, they work on perfecting their roles 
until the advertisements are· ready for center stage. 
~ 
Newspaper 
October 10-14, 1994 ~«4 
! .• i,.:. 
October 13, 1994 
For Sale: 
Auto 
Parts & Services 
Motorcycles 
Recreational 
Vehicles 
Bicycles 
Homes 
Mobile Homes 
Real Estate 
Antiques 
Books 
Cameras 
Computers 
Electronics 
Furniture 
Musical 
Pets & Supplies 
Sporting Goods 
Miscellaneous 
For Rent: 
Apartments 
Houses 
88 ACURA INTEGRA RS, >il•er, aulo, 
ale. e>e cond. 83,x» rru. S4500 obo 
457 0205 
88- JEE_P_W_R_A_N_G_LE_R_, -N-ew:- tire,: 
exhou>I, brales & >olt lop. 
Reduced S7500obo. 529-1068. 
88 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE, $6995. 
88 Celebrity, S2495. 87 Carovan, 
$4995. 86 Safari tmni-von, $4200. 86 
Ca,alier Sl 600. 85 Mazda 626 
$1995. 84 GO $995. AAA Aulo 
Sale,. 605 N. 111inoi,. 549·1331. 
87 FORD T·BIRO, auto, power 
everything, a/c, om/Im cou, hirjrway 
mi!e.. 52200. 549·6877. 
86 NISSAN PUlSAA, S ,pl, a/ c, p,, 
pl,, red, 2nd owner, Eldra Nice, MUST 
SEU, S 1950 obo, 549-0296. 
86 TOYOTA CEUCA GT a/c, aulo, 
cn,i,e, all powe,, ,unrool, CD. $4350. 
536-8430. 
85 DODGE 600 Convertible. -48,"""· 
Aulo, a/c. Mu,1 '""· $4500 obo. 833· 
6023. day. 833·3905, nigh!. 
84 'NJ RABBIT, rd:>uih engine, high mi 
but good go, mncagc. $650. can 549. 
9088. 
79 BMW 7331, new'lroru, radiator, & 
more. Good condi1K)n, 
S 1850 obo. can 684-332&. 
1989 MAZDA MX-6, 5 ,pd, a/c, Clm· 
fm/ca.,, e,.c cond, mu,t ,ell $4450 
687 2996 
I 986 NiSSAN PULSAR, 2 dr. 5·,pd, 
~unroot cm/Im 1lereo, good cond. 
aJ..in9 SI 350. 687•2996 
Town hour.es 
·Duplexes · 
Rooms 
Roomms.tes 
Mobile Home Lots 
Business Property 
Wanted to Rent · 
Sublease 
Help Wanted 
Employm!ffll Wanted 
Services Offered 
Wanted 
Lost 
Found 
Rides Needed 
Riders Needed 
· Auction & Sales 
Yard Sale Promo 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTIStNG:RATES. 
(based on consecutive running dates) 
1 day .............. 91 c per line, per day 
3 days .• , ......... 75C per line. per day 
· 5 days ............ 69e per line, per day 
10 days .......... 56¢ per line. per day 
20 or more ..... 46c per line, per day 
Minimum Ad Size: 
3 Jines, 30 · characters 
per line 
Copy Deadline: 
12 Noon. 1 day prior 
to publication 
Pag~ 15 
· ~~-~:~~~~:,te!!Ri1s~!:~~•cv : 
::Your c1auf~•Actve"8.ment For Errors OnThe'Ji"rst Day OfPubllcatlon · -._ -
The Daily Egyptian cannot be responsil)!e for more than 
one day's incorrecl insertion. Advertisers are responsible for 
checking their advertisements for effl>nl ~ Ille first day they 
as,peai-:• Errors not the fault ol the a'civeitiser which.lessen 
the ,value of the advertisement wi!I IJ:e ·adjusted. . . 
, -· _·All e!assified advertising must ~-processed before 12:00 
Noon to IJPl)88r in the next day's publication. Anything 
processed after 12:00 Noon will gt>: in the following day's 
publication. Classified advertising must be paid in advance 
· except for those accoul)ts with establillhed credit A 29C 
charge wiH be added to bined classified advertising. A ser-
vice charge of $15.00 will be added to 111e· advertiser's 
account for every check returned to Ille C: ··1y Egyptian 
unpaid by the advertiser's bank. Early cancellation of a clas• 
sified advertisement will be charged a $2.00 service fee. Any 
::=:::::::;~s:--::--!:-~~· .:•--aa:-·-a:---:::::-a:-;:a--::a-::-::-=-::.:::.- ;:-Z· iZ:;-a:---:a--~-:.:-;:, -:.E~a:i1 refund under $2.00 will be forfeited due lo the cos! of pro• 
SMILE ADVERTISING RATES cessing. • 
$3.35 per inch 10 a:~r~:~:s~n~::~~%~s~t~i:::i:::~e~u~!':Y 
Space Reservation Deadline: 2p.m .• 2 days prior lo publication. time. · • · • - , _t 
Free . 
Business Opportunities ; 
Entertainment ' 
Announcements 
Requirements: Smile ad rates are designed to be used by The Daily Egyptian assumes no liability if for any reason 
individuals or organizations for'ptrsonal advertising--birthtiayf. it bef~:p~~:a:a\~~~~~ f,~!~v!~~~:e;~~mitted a..J 
anniversaries. congratulations. etc. and no! for commercial use approved prior 10 deadline for publication. 
or lo announce events. · No ads wm be mis-classified. 
::6::i:t.1~t:r .!:.,~-.. ~ dx2-
.t86 dx2 80 8/5AO, S1550. I GB IDE 
-,E-N-NY_'_S -A-NT-IQ_U_E_S_A_N_O_U_S_E0° 1 ~!.,. :24 pin, $200. CARBONDALE GIANT CITY RO. 
l""Js~~~~ Xs!9::;#;· v.......,,,;, 4a fM.A .28, .$225. !'r:i:'::.:~.::.':hi~.;i,:. 
DRESSER,8E0,i-lsl.,lf,kwtt,ea1, N, ~~~~flO, $450. HouH has central air and all 
microwCJW!, wa,1,,.-, dtyer, rugi, fridge, _OMN_ITECH __ 68_7_•2222_...,· --,---- 1 ~::;,,~::.,:~_'ci!,.":5 =-de,~. >loves. 529·387..C. INFOQUEST New and u...i 5ys1 
_t'OR_SA_lf_·_I_RECU __ N_ER_S_2_5,-2-o-rm- 1 PC Rentals, ~ltware, HUGE BBS. ~; vice and all ul~ilie, indudecl. loo~ng 
chc,;rs, $20 eo, mogorine 1cble lomp Do Repair> and Upg.-cxles, 549-3'91..C. lor lamalo prolauionol por,onor non· 
$15, 991·2255. _606_s._1n_;,..,,_·•_· ______ 1 i:;:~~1s,.~4 f;~::,.;oom, 
~:,~:!::t.~'!~~u~Ti_Rj;li~e~~ FEMALE SUBlfASl:R NEEOED 
linoncing a,,o,1, 687•.u.59. ti;;t~.,..,~a,::} ~ 1tt~ 
WANTED· USEOCOMPJTBIS. lasl3 mo 1/2price. 
-~~~~s:'.··~·:LS~.,.."'·' Col! 529:~099~708·83o-673e. 
WISTOWNI AaU, 2 bdrm, 1 ~ 
bot!,, -de. quiet, nice. Year lease, dep 
No pei.. $.135/mo. 529·2535. 
1 &lRM APT fum, corpeled, cenlral 
heal & al c, ol,,olulefy no per,. Mu>t be 
neol and deon. Aller 3 pm 
.ol57•7782. 
;~ !~1.t:;'_ t:r..~;:: 
Sdllet ~t c rtoc:luced rote. 529·2187. 
FURN STOOIO,·wa1..-+1rash incl; close 
lo mrpii, 411 · E. He>ler. $200/ino 
-457-87911 dler 6pm. 
SIAUTll'UL EFf APTS in C'doles Hi,· 
=~~:".:::~l.!i.:,·~".'; 
a,r,i( .,._,3 a,c,ilDec/Jan. 529•5881. 
SONY STEREO in cabinet, CD, dual 
-87_Y_AMAHA--IMXIM--7::-c00-cc-,-gr-eat-r lape, t~ner, turntable, receiver, 
shape, 10,""" mi, red, $2000 obo. ,peolce,s. S.ol25. 625-6064. 
536-7962. KENWOOD CD"""'1ent sy,tem, cd 
8_7_KA_W_A_SA_Kl_N_IN_J_A_6_00_R_, -.e-ry 1 ~gor,~,equoli-,lq>e. I yr 
clean, eac cond, $2200 obo. 549• • $350 • 536-7962· 
2 BDRM Pl.US >tudy or 3 bdrm w/d, 
lreJ, pairll, hordwood & carpel floor>. 
cloan & quiet. Nice uni I c,,oil row. 
.5A9-0081. 
2 BDRM HAIIDWOOO & carpel floo,., 
I mi N cl bwn. Avm1 Dec or Jon. low 
util. ci-. & quiel. $360/mo. 5"9· 
0081. 9886. 
OM. HEDROOM 
TWO HEDROOM 
5205.Graham 
50915. Hays 
4021 E. Hntor 
!103 Unden 
612S.upn 
6121 s. Lagan 
4041 S. Uniwn!ty 
334 W. W.olrmt •2 
4021 W. Walnut 
Tl !HEE BEDROOM 
1I IHEE BEDHOO:'\I 
316UntlaSt. 
9031Wen 
503S.Hopo 
505W.Oak 
300N.o.i.ml 
503S.Umhmdy 
4021W •. Wmit 
FOl 'H HFDH00:'-1 
503S.llnmld9I 
710W.Colege 
500S,1-1¥ 
503S.1-1¥ 
507S.Ha)IO 
Sl1S.Ha1,11 
614S.1-
SOSW.O.k 
40:ZW.Wfl!nul 
fl\'E • BFDHOOM 
sizs.llaiwrldiio 
710 w. Colege 
40:ZW.Walnut 
Best Selections in Town • Avilable Now!• 529-1082 
Get Ready For Christmas & 
Spring Br~ With ,,1.,,, 
Worldwide • +· 
Travel Service Club, Inc. 
What is a Travel Service Club? 
What our club does for our members is to find for them 
the lowest published price of any travel package and give 
them up to 50% of the commission paid to our travel 
: ageocy by the travel package provider. The commission 
· is what is negotiable, whether it be for domestic or 
v."Orldwide travel. 
· Savin~s 
World'Aide will rqotiate for tne highest percentage of 
commission from the travel_ providers, whether it be air 
'lines, hotels, trains or cruise lines. Worldwide \\ill also 
find the lowest published price fur a travel package. · . 
· : 1Price::l, .. 
·The annual price is onl)'.$29.95; There aie-noadditioo-
. -al or hililen cosis; Meintlm can save a lol m-e'diariihe~ 
:· membership cost, wlj~ilietidie'one person or ·six: 
Allowr six people on one membership. . : . < · • ,, . 
, __ -;Fc,r.Mofu;lnf~~tirin'•>~;.:it 
iir:::,v-.:r.:=-.Ciill ToliFree.1~soo:4sj;:ssa't 
9:0<fmii: - 4:00:pni,~tr.ii:Tmi~ 
' Mondaytl~ALfi:ida.y. 
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lo Enwgency Program Oireclor, 604 E. 
::."Fall~r:..;~ ~= c~ ~·J~.;~~5~001;;:.r.g~_br I & 2 BORMS, nicely q,pointed, nea, corrpu1, recnonable, motrf extrm, no poll,457-5266. 
no poll. 549·"80819.AM-IOPMJ. PART TIME WAREHOUSE worl., ~gl,I 
~ & gonoral maiNenance won. MOST unun1s INCLUDID 
Clea,, quiet, wp«-nico 2 bdrm. 
Clo .. lo con'f'U'· 684·6060. J[:: :~b]1? Ho~I 2~~~~~~~~~ 
SUPER-NICE SINGLES & Double,, PERSON EXPERIENCED IN oll mpec11 
localed I mi from SIU, corpding, of 1.,..,. a>mlruction lo worl on ,_ 
:,c,;,~fu,:ec:.el/i::J;'~ ::,;~~~/;!;3 ~!T be v.,., 
Home .-i. 833-5475. 
SPACIOUS PUH HUDIO TIRED OF ROOMMATES• I bdrm, ~~~~i~y ct!!~~g.~~'. :::.~~-~ 
APTS with large living area, wing room, lite'-, & bath. SIAS• dope,.dable coringpenonloworkwith 
w,parate litcl,en and fun bath, a/c, 165. Fum, ale,~ dean. No pol1. 3 nursuy cli~en during Sun wonl,;p 
laundry facilitiH, frN P!'rking, m em! on Rt 13. Clo .. lo Ike Aulo Parl. and Wed ... choir pradice. Call 457. 
quiet, cable available, clo,e lo 549-6612 o, 549•3002. 8785. 
~~•-~~-;"j~ ~ ~~ ~~'. !~·= l-~-lide---,penon=s""'~=.::-:Apply-:1-=-s -:-:~=penoC'.":"':'H::::~a
0
-=-';e= 
.._ _______ _. t =k 1.:.J ~':r';!:;,~~.C~'. ~1,f;;!'c:6.;.;..Walnul, Ea1tgale 
MURPHYSBORO, HUGE 2 bdrm, 2 _ISJ_9·---,---...,..,.-.,..--,- PART•TIMf IAU'-IDROMAT allendant, 
llory, 5·room, on river, waler & traJ. FAU & WINTER, 2 bdrm, clean, quiet, J1.J,le 20 hour1 a, I.tu. Call 549· 
incl, S265 mo. 687-2745 ::t.'r.!~b~::...;~s~J. 1898, 8a-l2 noon. 
M'BORO I BDRM,,_ carpll, t-1, QUAIJFIEO MENTAL RETARDATION 
waler, lra,hpich'P, $21.5/mo, 1 80RM TRA!lfR, c"'°" quiet location, Profe11ionol1 and Program Co· 
no peh. Call 687-1.577, day,. :':i :!~c!.";J.JS6l. :f~•r:citf.;':':er.'9D~:,:~; 
~ru O~~'t• lel', """k a deal. TIRED OF IIOOMMATEsi $165 lolol lnd;viduol, with good communication 
~rue;;::,.,, P~~ml. co,t. 2 Bdrm,. Underpinned. Natural 1lill, lo worl with per1on1 with 
Call 529·205A gm. Save$ Hurry 5A9•J850 ::,~';::::~'tee;·~_;,~~~ 
C-0AI.E: JO.SO, NATURAL go,. o/c, Huffl011 Services field and one year of CARBON0Alf, HAVE TWO 2· 
bdtm Apt,, 1ownhou,e ,tyle, 
ocron \frecl from C°"l'UI north of 
communication, bldg 
:~;;,".:d~~oi~~2J~r· $175 ~~.:J~:3,tt.~~ 
3 BDRM VERY · 1 70 hoc for Program Co·ordinolon mu,t 
Coll 457•7J52 bt-tween 9am & 12 
noon & I 30pm & Spm only for 
c/o, large d6sr~ • .,;~ ;~rt,.. ~i r.i:i"'!d: S~;ei~ ~'s:'nc1S:::= 
,pace, col 8JJ·A69A or apply in ~r,on lo ROOleY.k Square 
A \/£RY NICE 11. wide, 2 lg bdrm,. 1501 Shomoler Or. Murpl,y,boro, IL 
h,m, carpel, air, no po11. Sl.9-0491 or 62966. EOE, M/F, V/H. A Drvg Free 
'lf)p()tnlmenl 
457-0609. W«kploce. 
If"""""' T~w~llo~ses 1 _ ::.·. :, ~~!!:,~.~J!~ :-a~.;~i ~•~~.:!'J~ :•~= ·se,:; ';!; 
_l,-.---·-, . , · _J:_ Ro><OMeCourt. l.57·7995. Land-TourcolTfXlnin Sea,onol&rull• 
!~n~ ;::. 1..!~~~eo~~:;' ~~~1~t: itrs~~!!~;,,~ =~:w~:::::.!"°· No up 
~ble only from lownhome, b,.,J.fa,i OK, and poopl,,. Chucl'1 Rental, call 1 •206•6JI.-Ol.68 e.d. C57422. 
~:io~sifi·9~.;;~.~~j r~:,Jon. 1 BDRM, nicely furn, near campu,, RECEPTIONIST, Mon·Fri. Mu,i be avail 
SPACIOUS 2 BDRM, 747 E. p;.r, reo,onoble, no pet,, 4~52~ ~~~ ~ f:.:~~·.5, Sl..25/hour 
caihed,al ,.~ing, w/ Ian,. aa nppl, ~:1~.;~g.H;~ct:l i:tt1; I,,,.. ............. ............. .............. . ,,. 
p•i•ale fenced decl ucmwble only % ■:jif,jiifii❖NO™f 
~';u~0;~~-m;;a~a;~:,n s~~d':: co"l""•' Ouie1 Almospherfl, ~\., _ _,,,_,,.,,.,., ,,,,,,,,,A%fQ½ 
457 8194 a, 529·201J CHRIS 8 A/fa,doble Rat91, bcellent location,, NEED EXTRA INCOME• Ea1y mo""f, 
A GREAT OEAU Price ,od.;.,ed on J ::iAf,poi= Nec"s:,;;. 1• 2•f J own h:>un, no obtgoti<>n Send ilam· 
bdrm at Meodowridge, S600 mo wm Ro•= Mobo1e = p;(. ~ot;: pod envelope: SI Oi.i,ibulon 8, PO 
,en, ii until June. 529-4444. lllinoi1 Ave., 549.471 J•• Gliuon Bos Jm, C'dole, IL 62902•Jm. 
It. ,:::_o~:::ll ~z~ Perl. 616 E Parl s,. :~~~~~r.~~1 =;~i& 
. • 2 BDRM MOBllf HOMES .,...1.i,le t•::;h~:t;: t::~1;,:::':{; 
2 BDRM CARPORT ' t t' nowt Small, qui cl pork, clo1• 10 $15,000. Connie 1 ·800·622·6804. 
laundry iacililiH. C~u~;;o i1u1' ~:i: compu, Rec,ontt,le, waler & tro>h, 
Quiel. $385/mo, Leo••· No dog, fum, no pell. Seriou1 lludenn orJy. I 
Alter 5 pm. 529-4561. ~".'2~. r0;,/~!:.' Rnal,, Call 
BRANO NEW I BORM, loh aJll on Porl 
r.:;,~ 'rt:~:1t:~J[tr:::~ ~~~ r::.!~r"'"'J.ed, 
la bdrm / alk lo hedr-al 529·2432 °' 684·2663. 
,;mg, w/ ioo7. av~~{1o~\c:'25 mo, 
no pell 457-8194 or 529·20lJ CHRIS 
8 
THESIS MANAGEMENT SERVICES 
From popo.ol b final clroh. Call A57· 
2058 lor a free opp!. AJc lor Ron. 
•UUMU, • ISUMIS, 1ha1 bell 
ropr"'8nl )'OU. SAME DAY SERVICE. 
457·2058, cnl Jo, Ron 
l_~~:'i'!.t:.i"'& !a~O:~: ~~~~~o.';1~~ needed. UGALSHVICIS 
clean & quiet Nice unit avail now. Coll(IJ805962·8000blll-9SOI. Dhr•ceatr..$229. 
:::t~ROWOOO&carpetfloor1, WANTEO·OFFICE MANAGER for ~.!1:;n!~;:~•• per· 
I mi N of lown. Avaa Deco, Jon. low ~•t;J ;c;.'j6~icine conler, IIO• l •T L HUX, 
ut,1 Cleon & quiel. $360/mo. 51,9. ;=========:;I •--J'lltLllw.497-6949. 
0081 
'
." ... __ ,, .............. '.t.,I L""". . .. Houses . . , . t_ 
620 N Al.LYN, J bdrm, be,_,,, w/ 
d hookup. a/c, only waler incl, 51.95 
mo, ava30ct 10 529·J_5IJ. _ 
H\X;E J BDRM, w/d, go, heat, ale, d/ 
w, bmemenl, on large lot, $525 mo, 
51.9•1Jl5. 
NICI, •10 2 •D•M houlO. Clo.. lo 
SIU. Reduced ralo. SJ60/mo obo. 
Kl auon IO•S-Hiring lo, 
~r:r;~:; ~;:.,:i 
fo, more inlo,molion col: 
1206) 6J4·01.69 e.d. V57421 
DILIYl• Y Pl• SON, •••• 
h• w• •••• c• r, ••• 
l• a11r•• c• , ••••• fl• alltl• 
h• ura, • ppl,- I• p• ra •• , 
a-• Pla• , 
222w.rre••••· 
N-carpol. Nice~!. 529-5881. I ,W-:-ANT~f=O:-. -::-,Di,-iln-;;-,bu-1or-,....,i,-n--::CAR:-:-=80N=-:-· 
Ut-lTYPOINT,JBdrm,fullyren-odelod, DALE area to MARKET lhe BEST 
,_ litchen, in1Uloted, 1ereened po,ch, ENERGY NUTRITONAl Supplement 
~:.i~";,,~irt.:.~• ;;~I Rel• t':;:.;~~ ~'.~7i=. and-
2 BDRM FURNISHED. clean, w/d VOLUNTEER SUPERVISOR OF 24 hour 
hool-up. leo,e unta Mcrf. $J75/mo. tel,phone crili, intorvontion ....,ice. 
Coll Kennedy Real Ellale, 684·4~44. Requires Bad..lor'1 Degree in humon 
HOUSES FOIi RENT, 2 bdrm,, w/d, d/ ~ice, fi':'d. Pr~erenca given lo 1~1e 
w o/c lawn aarvice SSOO mo wdhe.wpenencein¥Olunleetwperw,P:)n 
.,.'.,;~now. 1.57-5128. . ' ~z,i':'!il::,i::-.:~ 
STIYI TNI CA• DOCTO• Mobo1e 
mechanic. He mole. hou1e can,. Toll• 
free 525-8J9J. 
THE CHILDCARE COOPERATIVE 
N""'°"'. A ,.,.,.prafit ,ervice de,ig· 
nod lo match i,o,ents lo trade ch.1dcore. 
Coll Li10 m 529.1,550 
OAN"S MASONRY & Waterproofing. 
Bcnemenl/lounclotion '"'°'r ,pecioli.i,. 
Bricli, blocl, conc,ole. Floar1 le.,lod. 
9J7•3466. 
hF,NJ::1:,mrcr ']I 
BUY & SELL LADIES' & MEN'S 
aOTHING. Clo.ot lo Clolel Fa.hion, 
FOUND GOLDEN LABRADOR 
BUY • SEil • TRADE • APl'RAISE 
UAULLCA• H 
0tD. N&I • SF£CIALTYITEMS 
Hix;E SElfCTION • BEST PRICES 
H IBTAIITCUII H 
WAIIIIDTO • IIY 
GOLD • SI.VER • OIAMONOS • 
COINS 
Remover m Miclond Hills Gol Cou,.., DISNEY /BAHAMA CRUISE 7 day,, 
call 529•J698. $298 couple, 407-352•4595 Pl 5. 
JEWEIRY • OtD TOYS• WATCHES 
ANYTII ... OP YMUIII 
J&JCOt-lS 
821 S.111 AVE l.57·6831. 
NPN• SNAY ' 0-• , 
.,,..... ..... ,.,,..o,r,,, .. t.neof 
Penonol & Pob Proledion Praduds. 
FREE CATALOG. Student/faculty 
cli1COUnl. CAll 2A HRS Toll Freel 800· 
20J·5188. 
BIACK CAT LOST 9/28 by i.-;, Port . 
HOOK ON TAIL. front paw, decla,,ed. 
549,9592. RfWAR0I 
~ 
Erad Jr., 
l)ad Is SO 
l>mud ... 
~ To 6o! 
FOUl'IO·SET OF KEYS on G,and Ave, 
inC'dole.C .. l.57·5151. 
Congrats to 
Brad Batka 
on winning the 
MO State 
USA-KIA 
Kickboxin_g 
Cham_pionship 
Title 
love, 
Jess & Maggie 
C0:11gratulations 
PANM;\LLON, TTKA 
on la:y9Jieri{!g 
CHRl?SYJA:NEGA, l;K 
from, your brothers 
I • 
Cq,ng~pt~lation~ 
JAKE EtlsoN TIKA 
o;9 1ct;vqli~ri119 ) 
;.)ULl~~G~BSEB, lJ of I 
·froffi·· <5ur·l5h:Jthers 
elcome to our 
new pledges! 
Jessica Diaz 
Melissa Lurkins 
Sonnnie Baert 
Heather Cady 
Stephanie Austin 
Suzanne Czarnik 
Steph Forthmann 
Amy Gillingham 
Krista Golichowski 
Good Luck! 
\J'QX 
.................. 
.. Congratulations .. .. . •. .. 
.. to our new .. 
: Initiates!! : 
• Amanda Policek • 
: Diane Celeketic: 
.. Stacey Personett: 
: Je~ni Cort1\vell • 
: M~gan C~tey : 
.. Heather Donath .. 
: Mih:ia ~µbJe : 
.. Polly Barack • 
: Valerie Je~men : 
: NicoJ~, ~ata~la : 
.. Angela Uoughndgt¥ 
: With lipve, : 
: your s1s'ters : 
.. ... ~···~·· .. 
CARl!ON0AI.E, NORTHEAST ~de. 2 wper,i,ion ol volun1..,.. Send ,...,me 
bd,m, w/d, recently ,.,,..,&,led, $250 J mi Sou1h 51. 549·508=7~. ----it• 
"I~ beel( ~lll(}Jl(/ed 111/t/4 oaf~/ I ttJl'cl lff/ 
f-lMfU If tk1111Mt to ~el'( Mjt/41,'! 
aclu-~tlfe 1',r tk Oat'tj ti1;tlrur 11 • 
-Ro/ffa Bea~lc,! · 
mo 687-2475 
JUST CAME OPEN·J bdrm, 2 ma., 
em!. $325 Carpet. TraJ. and ..,.,.., 
fum.hed Hurry, 549 3850 
CAPTERVllf· HOUSE FOIi RENT, 2 or 
J bdrm,. $295/mo 985·J18A, loave 
-- ----------
POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
Student Supervisor 
• Prefer Accounting Major 
• Computer Experience Necessnry 
• Solid Work Block Preferred 
• Duties include General Ledger, NR AIP1 Inventory, Purchasing, Elec1ronic Payrotl 
• Application Deadline: October 24th 
All npplicnnls must hnvc nn ACT/FFS on file. All 
~ffyrsE~U~~~~ti'~n'jPorp~~:~\iy~~;~:;,;r~e 
Pick up your application at the Daily Egyptian 
Business Office, Communications Bldg., Rm. 1259. 
,Mondny througn Friday, 8 A.M. - 4:30 P.M. 536-3311 
#~;,iFJo~o, IL 
ADVERTISE TODAY! 
THE DAILY EGYPTIAN CLASSIFIED 
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ll,uh I!.!' pl1,111 '-· 1 1 !1, • 11111, .. 1 l ... , 1 11 ii< ,11 ... 1111,d 
Shoe by Jeff MacNelly SINGLE SLICES byPeterKohlsut 
1i1,\.- 't IJltU it W•\ i11t'f1f.J,le ... 
" }le'IISr.r:: :,rit"i '1•i"-i"S 
0
o · b;.tei4vite colo,ri, . 
. ,_ .. ~ A: ___ :-......... ...... 
Mother Goose and Grimm 
by Bill Watterson 
IEEK19 
1HAT! 
• I/,. 
'-.~-l--
. ~ .... 
by Mike·peters 
Delnry •-= 
•••. -Sal. 
...... 
.. , ...... .... 
•l'IIIIIClli:llllr..1111 ... Flill-, .. 
•tW...Callll 11B:i1 I ... Fili -,SUIIE9 
,· - & .• . 
0@(!)00W Cs©ca~ 
BAn&• o, :rH• BANDS 
,1.00 $1.00 . $1.00 
Rum & Coke Jumbo Drafts Keystone l.ight 
FtlMIN: . . Bott!es·· 
TROOBLE PR1oR • OalMoas • MINDUI 
COIDIII Cnmu IIOIITYaloll . 
. -tlnhdsdDdlninGMaays-
Mr Boffo sponmdbf Maim SliRq.May Lau"s; 2nd aim. p-.. . by Joe Martin . CIEi TilwtsmSI.Lolislltsi:.'-adTarnl.ipm,ThtPrm,gPla1,nlC...· Ei3 
trHE Daily Crossworct., .... llaTlcll I :t: •:r,J;::r-· """ 
~'------------------•== i"AWI~ IU ~-~~a • 
ACR05SClucet I I • • ,. • I • 11 111 11 10 ·=Ill- l(ha~ :~:~ • Ill IIULI 
I Flopllorl It • •• •,. u.- 10-dN ::~: :::~:~:=~~ 
.~ U . •• 19 =="l:. 11= 11111 Llfl 
I amu, •• , IID••llut 120. 1011 IIIIIILI ~ • ... srn ... 1111 13Clnlll- I l • AIIII IILII 
15~- a •'" M .. • lllllr- 111:lSS- LIIICllllltLlfl 
•-- ~ --- Gtm. 111'111dEIL IILll • fllll 111 ~~ • ••- ---• n1r+-i-i-n::::"',..· :~ '°" '°' 1111 
tAd .. u,_ --1 • • • .- .. . ....1 .. -~, tOII 11111 2 ~c,Mlay ill u1a 27Dld,_. · 11 I I I 1111-1 I 11 
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HOOPS, 
from page20 
EMPTY, from page 20 
When asked if he made 
that shot often, they laughed, 
with Forest replying, "He 
probably made more than he 
missed." 
Although there are 1:rany 
younger players that may 
keep the program going, 
Forest said that a big pan of 
his life will be missing if it 
does end. 
''This is important to me. 
It has been for a long time:· 
he said. 
"For me. it's therapy. If 
I don"t feel particularly 
well. this makes me feel 
hetter.·· 
Forest had never played a 
day of organized basketball 
in his life, and said that 
shouldn't slop anyone else 
from coming out and 
playing. 
"There are belier players 
out there. I've seen so many 
come and go," he said. "I 
have a motto, if you can't 
beat them, outlast them. 
'When the young guys get 10 
be my age. they'll probably 
quit. 
"We've got one thing on 
them. we're still playing." 
and lockouts. 
"The problems with these 
professional sports are causing us 
to lose some business because 
people like to get together and 
watch these sporting events," be 
said. 
Sidetracks, which usually 
broadcasts baseball, Blackhawks 
hockey, and Bears football as well 
as other teams, has had to rely on 
taped events and lesser-known 
sports. 
"We've had to run taped. boxing 
mate he.~. but I really prefer to show 
live events," Kleinschmidt said. 
"We have also started showing 
sports like Canadian Football and 
Arena Football to fill the void left 
bv baseball and hockcv:· 
• Murray said one w,{y he is trying 
to recoup some of his lost revenue 
by running drink specials and other 
promotions. 
"Basically we need 10 reduce our 
prk"s a lot to draw the customers 
and provide different sports like 
rugby and place a heavy emphasis 
on college sports," Murray said. 
He said Major League Baseball 
and the NHL do not take into 
considerntion the amount of people 
who are affected by the work 
stoppage. 
Some teams in baseball have 
already laid off over half of their 
employees and more culs are likely 
to come. 
"What we have is two 
powerhouses (players and 
management) who are in a battle 
against themselves, but they do not 
look at the consequences of their 
actions," Murray said. ''When you 
look at the amount of money 
businesses are losing and the loss 
of staff personnel will cost a lot 
more money to communities than 
baseball is losing." 
The patrons of Sidelracks are 
missing the fun they had in 
watching the ba~eball playoffs or a 
hockey game. 
"We pack in the crowds for a 
Blackhawks-Blues game because 
there are a lot of Chicago and St. 
Louis fans in the area. so there is a 
lot of excitement during those 
games," Kleinschmidt said. "We 
also drnw people during the World 
Series, but since these events aren't 
taking place people are very 
upset." 
He said Sidetrncks customers and 
other sporL~ fans are getting to the 
point of being sick of these 
professional sports. · 
"People in these pro leagues do 
not take into account how they 
impact their fans and some fans are 
saying enough is enough and will 
stick with college sportst 
Kleinschmidt said. 
Murray said he agrees that the 
pro sports might be pushing fans 
too far, especially baseball. 
"From some of my customers I 
have talked to, this is the first time 
fans aren't really taking side during 
the strike, but are disgusted with 
both parties and I don't think they 
will be able lo trust them again," 
he said "I would like to see people 
boycott some of these live events 
to show both players and owners 
that the fans are not going stand for 
this. 
"It is already costing the fans 
over $100 to take their family to 
games and pay-per-view and 
television blackouts are making pro 
sports a lot harder to watch." 
HOME CROWD, from page· 20-
involved in the sport. 
"More people are playing 
volleyball than ever before. and it 
has caused a ttickle-down effect in 
the sport." she said. "More young 
people are playing at the high 
school level, as well as in camps 
and clubs." 
She also said ISU plays quality 
teams, which contributes lo 
exciting matches for the fans to get 
involved in. 
"We play strong teams that are 
always getting better. and that often 
guarantees that the fans will sec 
good competitive matches," she 
said. 
Northern Iowa is ranked No. 12 
in the nation by the University of 
Wisconsin at Madison and is No. I 
in the MVC. 
The Panthers have not lost a 
match at home in three years, and 
assistant coach Jan Bittner said the 
team's success continues to bring in 
the fans. 
"We have always had high 
attendance levels here, because of 
the success of our team and the 
support of the student body and the 
community," she said. "Women's 
volleyball is the mo~1 popular sport 
on campus." 
Bittner said volleyball attrJct~ a 
variety of fans because ii is a great 
spectator sport. 
''The first-time fans come to the 
matches and get hooked by the 
excitement." she said. "Volleyball 
is a tradition at Northern Iowa, and 
our fans are very educated, even to 
the point that they try to help the 
referees in their decisions. 
"The combination of the old-
faithfuls and the new comers, the 
excitement of the matches and 
success of our team has contributed 
greatly to the high attendance 
levels we have had this season." 
Southwest Missouri State has 
lost over 400 fans since last season 
so far, and head coach Linda 
Dollar said she hopes to see a rise 
in support before the end of the 
year. 
"Our promotions department 
doesn't promote us as much as we 
would like, and that is 
disappointing," she said. "Other 
school's promotions departments 
omttomi~g '~4 
Lincoln Or. 
Parade 
Saturday 
Oct 15 
Starts 9:30am 
for info, call SPC 
at 536-3393 
Parade Starts 
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! • Un,,,.,u,ty.11 
• Avenue• 
~1,11111 
... ... ... 
• 
• ,, 
...•...•...•...• , ..•...... ~·····'·~!~ 
are doing the little things that make 
big differences in attendance that 
we don't do." 
She also said the team's win-loss 
record is not as good a~ it has been. 
and that could be contributing 10 
the decline in crowd participation. 
Bradley Braves head coach Pam 
Stanek said the volleyball program 
doesn't get promoted as much as 
the other soorts. 
"Volley.ball is not the priority 
sport, so we don't get the big 
promotions that the basketball team 
gets," she said. "Another reason 
why we don't get the big crowds 
like the state schools, is because 
our student body puts more 
emphasis on academics than they 
do on spans." 
Stanek said even though the 
crowds at home are small, the 
crowds they see on the road excite 
the Braves to play better. 
"I think the excitement we see in 
the other crowds doesn't hurt our 
team," she said. "If anything, it 
helps pick up our level of 
competition in front of some of the 
big crowds we see on the road." 
... 
• Who: SIUC Students 
Where:Alumni Lounge, Rec Center 
When:October 17, 1994 
3:00 - 6:00 p.m. 
What: Massages 
Chiropractors 
Tai Chi 
Biofeedback 
Self-Esteem 
Information, Activities & More 
An Alcohol Awareness Week activity co-sponsored 
by Student Health Programs Wellness Center and 
the Mae Smith Hall Council. 
SALUKIFOOTBALL 
HOMECOMING VS. SEMO 1:30, SATURDAY 
WELCOME BACK TO SIU 
October 13, 1994 
NHL negotiators ice civility 
The Hartford Cour.int "Probably out of all lhe owners, I 1be charges and countcrcharges 
NEW YORK-He is the 
Nation.-il Hockey League's newest 
owner and wa.~ the last three-piece 
warrior 10 the podium early 
Tuesday evening. So ii came m; 
rero surprise thal Hartford Whalers 
owner Pclcr Karnianos pulled up a 
chair behind everybody else. 
As Commh;sioncr Gary Beuman 
gravely announced lhcrc is no NHL 
season unless there is a collective 
bargaining agrcemcnl, Kannanos 
was invisible 10 lhc eye of lhc 
a.-..,;embled mass of media. 
Bui evenlually. Beltman slopped 
1alking. and in a corner of the 
Sheraton New York, Karmanos 
started. The wonis were harsh. The 
cmotiO!l'i ran high. He wants 10 sec 
his team play in lhe worst way. But 
not so badly that his first plunge into 
the NHL drowns him in red ink. 
share the frustration the rans must continued all nighL But this was 
be having," Kannanos said. "I'm the first time Karmanos -
new to the NHL. I want hockey Connecticut's hockey savior - bas 
badly. But the players association unloaded. To this point, we have 
doesn't really want to meet Thcir seen only the smiling Karmanos. 
Ja.~t proposal doesn't do ding dong Tuesday, we saw Kannanos, lhe 
for hockey and they know iL Thcy capitalist warrior. 
make proposals that are totally The players are rumbling that 
nonsensical and do not address any just maybe this lockout means 
of the is.~ucs. They say they really lhey're free agents and will play in 
want to play hockey. What they the International Hockey League or 
want is status quo." in Europe or take the league to 
The owners produced charts and court to sue for their salaries. 
graphs showing the NHL went Karmanos says the owners know 
from a $50.3 million profit in 1989- legal precedent He said they "have 
90 to a $37.6 million Joss last no fear." And, then, he sharpened 
season. They showed the average his tongue and lumcd on executive 
ticket price went from S 18.60 lo director Bob Good..,"OOW. 
$29.05 during that lime. They "fhis whole situalion has been 
showed while revenue increased 80 orchestrated," Kannanos said and 
perccnl (from $398 million 10 $717 added it does not benefit the fans or 
million), salaries increased 140 players. "It's a PR contest on the 
percent ($232,000 to $558,000). part of Goodenow," he said 
DROPPED, from page 20 
ilS decision about it~ prrviously 
scheduled game up to IO days 
before the actual air dale. 
took cmtrol s1arting this season. game. 
Page19 
This option helps to prevent the 
affiliate from showing a game that 
has Josi its appeal due lo learns 
having poor sca~ons, or to -,how a 
more meaningful and popular 
game. 
KFVS-12 used to be the regional 
CBS affiliate that controlled NFC 
football games and General 
Manager Howard Mcagle said it 
was never hard to determine which 
learn people wan!ed to see most. 
Usually, the instantaneous 
switches during a game bring the 
general audience a more desired 
match-up. 
According to Meagle, these 
situations could be due to the 
newness of Fox to the sports 
broadcasting industry. 
70's & SO's ROCK N' ROll PAR 
"A Joi of people don.'1 
unders1and that we have a wide 
area to cover and there is more 
in1ercs1 than the Bears." Graham 
t~-iid. "We hav, ,ome single-game 
weeks r.tther than doubleheaders. 
"Things arc 1cn1a1ivc until 10 
days before whc11 Fox send~ us our 
options and then we make our 
decision." 
The righls to NFC foolball 
hclonged 10 CBS until Fox o .. 1bid 
the longlime NFL network and 
"Initially it wiis the Cardinals, 
but when they left St Louis we 
went to Chicago," he said "It was 
an easy decision. 1be Bears were a 
more local interest" 
In week one of 1hc season when 
Chicago was set lo take on Tampa 
Bay at noon. KBSI aired 
Philadelphia and the New York 
Giant~. 
On several occasions since the 
opening Sunday mystery match-up 
hetwcen the Eagles and Giant~. one 
game will be under way on KBSI 
and then the slation will 
instantaneously switch to another 
"It's very likely that they (Fox) 
are experiencing technic.:al glitching 
and scheduling problems," he said. 
"A lot of those things do happen. 
By 1he time they (KBSI) call and 
say 'Hey, you (Fox) don't have.our 
scheduled game on,' it might be 
two or three minutes before the guy 
throws the switch to change the 
feed." 
KBSI General Manager Sieve 
Engle said his station has no 
intentions of conducting another 
~urvey any time in the near future. 
Rockport ccnvense· -~ 
- - - - - - - - - -· - -
$1.00 
Shots, Daiquiris, 
Domestics, Drafts 
& Single Shot Mixers 
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KBSI chooses· Cowboys over Bears 
By Grant Deady 
Sports Editor Chicago fans question station's programming process for affiliates tn follow when choosing their garm:s for the 
year. co\'crs Southcasl Missouri. thal people wanted IO sec 1hings orficc in C:1rhondak•. 
• 
The higgest 
upset this vcar in 
1he NFL m;y ha\'e 
taken place hcforc 
the season hcgan 
when the Dallas 
Cowhovs were 
chosen O\'Cr the Chicagi, Bears as 
the No. I 1eam in the KBSI-TV 
\'icwing :m::1. 
Northeast Arkansas, Western hesidcs Bears games," she said. Wanda E\'ans, KBSI regional 
Kentucky and Southern Illinois "Dalla~ w:1s the No. I team manager for Southern Illinois, said 
were sur\'cyed 0\'Cr lhc summer lo followed closely hy Chicago," MllllC fans went to extremes wi1h 
dclenninc which NFL leam would Reality hit home for Bear fans their calls when 1hcy le:1rned the 
take lop-priority on Sunday la.,t Sunday when KBSI elected 10 game was not going to be shown. 
• KIJSI was told prior to the 
sc:t,on hy Fm ex:1ctly what games 
would be made a\'ailahlc 10 them 
during each week of the sca.~on. 
• KBSI then chose i1s games for 
lhc year. with Dallas being ils No. 
I priori1y according to its survey 
lakcn O\'Cr lhc summer. 
aflemoons. show the mo\'ic "Slcel Dawn" "l'\'c had my life threatened and 
i.!3S1 program manager Jean starring Patrick Swayle instead of that's nol a fun thing," she said. 
Graham said people who the Chicago- New Orleans game. "We're trying \'cry, \'cry hard to 
• KBSI has lhc oplion to change participated in the sur\'cy edged The decision hy the station set ple:L~c C\'crylxxly." 
Fans in the KBSI region. which 
Dallas pa.~, Chicago. off a flood of phone calls from When Fox hough! the rights 111 
see DROPPED, page 19 
"We heard from a lot of \'iewcrs fanatical Beardiehards to the KBSI hroadcast the NFL. it set up a 
Hoopsters take-to courts at noon 
By Chris Clark 
Staff Reporter 
TI1e noon-hour hasketb,111 program for SIUC faculty and 
slaffw:t, started in 1%5 as a way for Uni\'crsity employees to 
gel in shape, and ii hlossomcd into a \'cry popular acti\'ity. 
Noon-time haskclh:1ll is still held C\'Ct\' :..tondav, 
\\'cdncsdav and Fridav al the SIUC Arena frnri1 noon w· I 
p.m .. h111 p;1rticipation 1i1csc days is low compared to 1hc pa.,1. 
George Forest. a retired puhlications editor at lhc 
Department of Uni\'ersity Electronic Communications and 
one of the original members of noon-hour h:t,kcthall, feels the 
progr.1111 is in danger of closing. 
"At limes. we'd ha\'c 30 or more guys playing three full-
court games," he said. "Now, we're lucky 10 gel the five guys 
that come out on a regular ha.,is." 
Forest said that retirement and injury ha\'e contrihutcd to 
the fewer numher of participant\, but age is no excuse for not 
playing. 
"I'm 64 and retired and I'm ~,ill playing. I've seen people 
gel injured and never come h;1ck," he said. "Injury is part of 
the game. I have no intention of quitting. As long as I can do 
my ~hare and carry my weight, I'll ~tay. 
"I'd rather hurt from doing 1his. than hurt from doing 
no1hinl!." 0 • 
Aside from the exercise, Forest said, the league is 1hc 
clwncc to gel to know people you mighl olhcrwisc ne\'cr 
lllCCI. 
"You gel lo know so many people on campus," he said. 
"It's a friendship thing, no question ahout it." · 
Forest said that any memher of the faculty and Slaff is 
welcome, and he wants more people 10 come out on a regular 
hasis. 
"\Vc'\'c had dean~ play. and C\'cn (SIUC) President Guyon 
played for ten years," he said. "It doesn't mailer who you :ire, 
cvcrJonc is equal on the court:· 
Greg llillman, mxm-hour player since 1968, said Guyon 
was a glK>d player h:1ck when he participated. 
"His fa\'orite shot was from 0\'Cr in the comer," Hillman 
said. 
see HOOPS, page 18 
. Staff Photo ,Chris Gau1hler 
. ... \ ' 
· George Parker (left), a mathe~atlcs Instructor, and 
Greg Hillman (right), of Information Technology, were 
shooting hoops at the SIU Arena Wednesday as part 
of the noon-hour basketball program. 
Ball strike, lockouts 
strain sports bars 
By Doug Durso 
Senior Reporter 
With 1hc :..tajor League Baseball strike 
wiping out 1hc season, the NIIL lockout 
delaying the beginning of its games and a 
possible NBA lockoul looming over its 
campaign. local ~ports hars arc heginning 10 feel 
the strain. 
Local cstahlishmcnts such a.\ the Upper Deck 
Sports Bar in Carbondale and Sidctr..icks on the 
Strip arc starting to sec lo.sscs bcc:msc of the 
strikes and lockouts of the \'arious sport\. 
Jim Murray, an owner of the Upper Deck. 
said the baschall strike and hockey lockoul is 
cffcc1ing his business. 
"\Ve arc losing some people. but not as bad a., 
I thought it could be hcc;msc we slill ha\'c 
football," he said. "What we arc losing is 
dichard baseball fans who arc not coming 
anymore."' 
Murray said a bigger problem could come 
now thal lhc basehall playoffs ha\'c hccn 
canceled, hockey is not playing and if there is a 
delay to the ba.\kclball season al the same time. 
"If there is a lockout in ba.\kethall we reallv 
could he facing a major problem," he said. "if 
ho1h hockey and basketball arc locked out 
together then I might have lo change 1hc focus 
of the har. 
"Our theme has alwavs been showinl! 
professional sports. hut if lhcrc arc not any l~f 
lhcm 10 hro;1dcast then we will have 10 do 
something else." 
Ed Klcinschimdt. manager at Sidctrncks. said 
his bar is also feeling the effects of lhc strike 
see EMPTY, page 18 
Attendance fails to match voll~yball team's wins· 
By Sean Walker 11m11111s:mmcma:ma:::m~m:.:IIZZl=sl:Dl12,;llll!1Z1C1111:11m:.1ii;:::~--• ,.....:·.,..---.,..------------'--------, 
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SIUC is 7-0 :II home lhi, \car, -Sonya Locke 
and ,till the crowd~ contimic 10 
School 1993 1994 
SIUC 238 264 dccrea,c. 
llcad coach Son\'a Locke said 
u,ually if a team is winning, 1hc 
a11cnd:111cc rises, hu1 not this year. 
"I don't know what it is going to 
1:1kc lo gel the people 10 come 
watch the team play," she said. "It 
i, important for us to win at home. 
and we h,t\'C, hut the word must not 
he gelling lllll.'; 
Two years ago, Locke said, she 
and the lc:1111 went out during the 
prc,season and lmnded out 
,chcdulcs ,tnd posters to the 
community. hut atlcndancc 
incrca-.cd in,igniticantly. 
"I wi,h more for the players that 
more people would come to !he 
malches:· Locke s:1id. "The le:1111 
loves 10 pl:iy at home. hecausc it is 
exciting. I only wish our sc\·cnth 
man was a little larger. 
"We have some hig matches 
coming up l:tlcr !his sc:1son, and ii 
would he nice to have hig crowds 
IO htxist the team.'' 
Carbondale is not that hig, 1.ockc 
said, :md the facult\', htx1s1crs and 
,1udcn1s arc 1hc loy~I fans, which is 
a small community to dr.1w from. 
Illinois Stale is r.mkcd No. 7 in 
lhc n:ttion for total attendance hv 
the University of Wisconsin :it 
Madison women's sports 
infonnation dcpanmcnt a\ of Oct. 
10. 
Rcdhird head cuach Julie 
Morg:m said the ISU promotions 
department has·h~d a lot to do wi1h· 
the crowd success. 
"It has taken a while to huild a 
following of educmed fans, bul 
with the promotions departrm;nl 
getting the team :md myself into 
lhc public more oflcn ii has 
allowed them a chance to learn 
more :1hmu 1hc game,'' she said. 
"Our community oulrcach 
progrnms like club sports and 
\'ollcyball cmnps get the 
comm111ii1y invuh·ed, and then !hey 
come to the matches.'' 
Morg:111 said \'ollcyhall is 
hccoming bigger nationally, and 
more young people arc gelling 
see HOME CROWD, page 18 
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This yeal's Homecoming guide 
cover renects 7:5 years of Homecoming 
at SIUC. From the nrst Homecoming in 
1921 to this year's football matchup 
against Southeast Missouri State. the 
stories try to renect how Homecoming 
has changed through the years. 
The newspaper headlines on this 
year's cover are taken from each 
decade Homecoming has taken place 
in Carbondale. From the early 1920s to 
today. Homecoming has been a chance 
for students of yesterday and today to 
get together and celebrate their shared 
interest in SIUC. 
The cover was composed using 
Adobe Photoshop and QuarkXpress. 
t:dited and combined by Daily f.gyptian 
graphic artist Jennifer Ronen with con-
tributions from Daily Egyptian graphic 
artist JP Rhea and Daily Egyptian photo 
editor Joe Bcbar. With spcclal thanks to 
Daily Egyptian associate student editor. 
Bill Kugelbcrg. 
Mike BOST I ' 
Candidate for State Representative 
One Hundred Fifteenth District 
GOSALUKIS! 
Working Together For 
A Positive Cha~ge! 
f """-..!..\. 
r6T~ 
Come see us for great gifts such as: 
Cigarette and cigar cases, pipes and 
accessories, cigars, coffees and more! 
Gift certificates available · 
200 W. Monroe .· 
457-8495 
• 
. 75J 
• u1G:]l!)_· _,_,......,. 
SOJ D~ & $1.50 
l 1 ,r , 1 -11 \ \ • ": 
~-6-: f,1 __ ! : I. \ ·-'~ ! " ; 1• l .J, 
LEWJS,PARK APARTMENTS 
E•perlence ••• clifference: 
• Pool 
• Tennis Court C=) • Weight Room 
==: • Laundry Room 
• Patios 
• Dishwashers 
• Small Pets Allowed b,. • Minutes to Cartlpus 
• Flexible lecise Terms 
• Furnished or Unfurnished 
• Pre-.&easlng 1,.2, 3, 
.... 4 .......... . 
800· E. Gra,nd 4;5 7-044_6 
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October 13, 1994 
SIUC alumnl .. take nostalgl£rlook .. 
at past Homeco-gJ-ffles 
By Kdle Huaes 
Senior Reporrer 
Once upon a time, SIUC had homecom-
ings full of festivities, complelC with bonfires 
and dances, but over the years student 
involvement has dwindled down to a mini-
mum of a parade. the king and queen elcction 
and the football game. 
Pagc3 
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1_ Bean Burritos n Taco Supreme 1 The first Homecoming celebration began in 1921, when SIUC was SINU (Southern 
Illinois Normal University), but before the 
offJCial homecoming, football celebration 
days were held in Shryock. Auditorium, 
where fonner students and townspeople 
would gather to hear speakers before games. 
, 4n d 11 original OT soft shell • 
i I 7-~ 11 79:.( I 
f I Pleasepres:llllc:aupan....,Clldering. g-11 ~..-ClqlCIII ... ~- ,-..1 Early homecomings were marked by par-
ties, parades and pep rallies. On game day, 
tea panies and breakfasts were given by 
University residence halls to honor alumni. 
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In the '20s, drama productions were added 
to the celebration and lasted for more than 20 
years. until they were replaced by movies in 
the 1950s. 
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The Dunbar Society. a group of African-
American students. was otE3Riz.ed in 1925 
and held separate homecoming activities and 
king and queen elections until the 1940s. 
In 1943. because of low enrollment due to 
World War II, SIUC did not have a football 
team. but festivities continued with the 
Carbondale High School football game. 
In 1947, the Dlinois General Assembly 
voted to change the name of SINU to SIU. 
prompting the '47 theme. "We Ain't Normal 
Anymore." 
Betty Mitchell, a 1949 graduate and 
English as.<;OCiate professor. said early home-
coming dances were held in Davies 
Gymnasium where big-name band~ and 
orchestras would provide musical entenain-
mcnt. 
She said the dances were moved to the 
Carbondale Annory when the student popu-
lation outgrew the gym. 
The highlight of the festivities wa~ the 
king and queen announcement. which hap-
pened during the dance. she said. Women 
,:::....a-..,,,Af.~.Ja;; 
. ...... tH9 .... 
lnthe-of t928~-.._. 
• sopa.-. WU elected •foadNIII 
queen," estaltlls•••s • tr•dltlon of 
annual Moe- I rs ..-ens-
who lived in University housing had an 
exlendcd curfew of2 a.m. on homecoming: 
rather than the usual midnight. 
Fraternities, sororities and various campus 
houses put up competitive decorations con-
sistent with the year's theme. somewhat like 
organiz.ational floats of today, Mitchell said. 
Sometimes student groups would spend more 
than a week decorating houses. 
In the 1'J60s, opinion polls were attached 
to king and queen ballots which questioned 
students about birth control, marijuana and 
the U.S. positior in Vietnam. 
Charles Witte, a I 969 and ·70 graduate 
from Fond du Lac, Wis .. said he remembers 
the bonfires held the Thursday or Friday 
night before the game and mis.,;es them. 
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Student newspaper holds memories of pa.st events 
By BIii Kugelberg 
A~soc~,tc Student Editor 
·111roughout SIUC", 73 ye= of 
n:lehr.1ting Uomc:•1ming. many thing~ have 
dmngcd - fmm the way stmfonts think 
,1hout the event 10 the way they cclchratc the 
annual ritual. 
When SIUC. then calkd SINU. fiN hegan 
I lomt-ctm1ing. it was something everyone 
p;1nicipalt"ll in. TI1c following cxt'Crpl fmm 
the Oct 28. 1931, Daily Egyptiwr describes 
the ft-cling around campus days hefore 
llmnt'Coming. In the early ·Jos. the D11il_,. 
l:):yp1i1111 r,m a column called "De.tr Diary" 
which put the views of the "onlinary"' 
,1uden1 into perspective: 
Dear Diary: Everyone's still thrilled 
over the game Saturday, It seems that as 
long as our team keeps right on winning 
the school pep keeps right on gm·.ring. 
You know it was a lucky day when 
"Chuck" Harris came to thi<i school! I've 
never seen one person get the whole school 
so alive just by hi<i mm, single effort. 
"He's a wonder! I wonder if he'll e,·er run 
down. He and "Slal,;" Valentine would 
make a good pair. 
While the excitement over Hnmc..-coming 
ha.,; fallen over the years. stu<lcnls in the early 
<lays have many methods lo get pcr,plc to 
participate in the fun. Bonfires. parn<le, and 
pcj> rallies were u~<l to get team spirit going 
for the Salukis. Some aniclc, may have gone 
a little too far. a., this excerpt from the Oct. 
22. 1937. edition of the Dt1ifr Egyptian 
shows: 
From the beginning of time bonfires 
have been u.'ied for celebrating. Savages or 
the wilds of Africa; pirates or old: Indian 
warriors or the days gone by, all ha,e seen 
something In a roaring blaze to get excited 
abouL It creates a wild incontrollable 
spirit In them; it urges them to the 
endeavor. Why shouldn't It do the same to 
thi<i generation. The Southern student has 
ju.,;t as much imagination., or just as much 
spirit and enthusiasm as anyone! 
Any student who mmes the bonfire is 
not loyal to S.J.N.U. (SIUC). It i,; up to him 
ALUMNI, from page 3 
"'When I think of fall I think of colored 
leave~. the bonfires and Homecoming 
game,:· he said. "'\Ve u~d In bui,d 200-300 
rJilroad tic, up that looted like a hig ll'CjX'C 
and liµht them-thou,;:mls nf people would 
• 1ttcnt1.·· 
\\'ill<" ,aid he al,,av, en10,ed the 
!lt1m<·•:111111ng parade, and°dant·c, .1i till· l"au 
Kapp.1 Ep,1l11n fr.11cm11~ hou~. 11~,. 
"'It', ,1 lot ,,t 1111,t,tlgia that·, not thcr<' 
,mv11111rc:· he ,~11d 
\\·111c·, wik. (;i,llll'. ,aid ,1udc111, "<'re 
-.:Jutit1u, an,und tugl· 1.:rt,,,d, hc..-cau'l· t,f tht." 
\'ictna111 \\ar era. 
··nwr,· \\l."rC l\\ll t~("-'' nf ,,·opk Ill lhllst' 
da) ,_-· ,he: ,,1id. ·'n1,· I) J"-' lhat hl.cd 10 ,tan 
m,i- and lho-.c who lil..t·d to wah:h ... 
\\'1ttc. abo ., Salul-i patrol olfil:t•r. ,aid 
h11mL'l"t1lllin!,!, at Sil •c \\crc or!,!ani,cd and 
not \'Cr\ riotou,. 
In ,·,n2. the ~Ii" Ehonl."" P,11!1."ant. 
lnnncrly the Mi" Black SIU Pa!,!cant lll')!,tn 
a., an annual homt-corning event The idea for 
the pageant started in I 971, hut the 
llniver-i1y had in,ullicient fund, to ,pnn,or 
the event. The pageant wa, dc,1gne<l to 
rcco!,!ni,c hlack womanhood. with an 
cmph;t,i, on culture. r.nher than hcauty . 
From rio1, to panic,. 1111: comhination of 
I •J78', llomc.:oming. a Boh Dylan concen 
and the llallowccn celehration he!,!al' 
Carhomlak', infamou, "'llalltmccn." 
~lih:hdl ,aiJ there ha, hccn a great change 
111 ,tmknt in\'olvcmcnt ,i111:e the l'J70s 
t,cl·,1u,,· "' ,tuclcnt,' la<"k ol ,d10ol ,uppon 
and lo,all•. 
She' ,,1;<1 ,tudcnh ,lo 1101 \\,1111 to put the 
lnlll.". effort and energy into homccnming 
l·clchrJtion, a, Uni\'crsn,· ,tutlenl\ ont·e did. 
"'It', pmh,1hly lli.'c;m-c' l11t111L'Ct1mi11g i, not 
011c htg drunk k,t. St11dcn1, ,ccm to he 
con,umt"ll with the i<le,1 of alcohol."' ,he ,aid. 
·11,ey thin!. they ha\'c to get tlead dmnk to 
haw a good time." 
IEAI THE 111111S1 
(!f 
549-1111 
to show the team, the c:oac:hes and the 
school that they, the student body, stand.,; 
behind them with all the loyalty they 
po!i.'ie5.'i-
ln addition to celebrating Homecoming 
<lilTcrcntly, student,; of the past rcfcrn."ll to 
each other in different ways than they <lo 
today. 
The following excerpt from the Oct. 24, 
1958, edition of the Daily Egyptian shows 
how time,; have changed when writing about 
women: 
The lovely blond said she did not ba,e 
any particular campaign manager for the 
election. 
••J was at work- I practice teach-
and I thought the Gneks were taking Cliff 
or everything." 
The Oct. 31, 1958, edition of the Daily 
Egyptian highlighted one of the spot.,; 
candidates for Homecoming queen were in 
contention for: 
Entertainment wa.~ provided by Diane 
Naeher a.~ a dancing slave girl. 
From stories which ran in the first 30 years 
of SIUC's Hom~-coming~. the way pc.."Ople 
felt ahout women comes out in the writing 
and announcements. As 1he Oct. 26. 1951. 
Daily f.g_\pticm repons, womc11 were 
expected tn he home early. 
According to an annm:nc:ement rrom 
the Dean or Women's oflke, all women 
students will automatically have late leave 
until 3 a.m. the night or the Jlomm,mlng 
dance, Saturday, OcL 27. The regular 12 
o'clock Friday night leave will be in effect 
tonighL 
Looking ba.:k. things were dr..i.~tically 
<lilTcrc'lt in the 1930s. '40s and '50s. hut one 
thing remains the same. Freshman were still 
singled out from the rest of the University. a.,; 
the Oct. 26. 1951. edition of the Daily 
Egyptian explains: 
In a spedal freshman assembly held at 4 
p.m. Wednesday Hany Evers from 
Mound City Wll'l elected as the typkal 
freshman boy and Pat Madden from 
Springfield Wll'l elected as the typical 
freshman girl tn lead and lo represent the 
freshman das., In taking the oath tonighL 
DAIiy [m,t!An file photo 
The wet stArt of the 19&'; Homecoming Pa.ra.de on S..turda.y morning a.t the 
comer of South llllnols Avenue .md University Avenue. 
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October 13, 1994 
By Kelle Huttes 
Senior Reporter 
Homecoming ha~ tradilionally 
been a cclebrntion 10 honor fonner 
students. but for the Class of 1944. 
this weekend offestivi1ie.~ will 
stand out a~ alumni arc inducted 
inlo the Half Century Club. 
Ed Buerger. SIUC's Alumni 
Association director, said !he oiga-
nization makes a special. warm 
welcome to all the reluming alum-
ni. but especially to the • 44 class 
!his year. Buerger said each year 
student~ who graduated SO years 
ago become members of the club 
during a special dinner and ceremo-
ny. 
He said the alumni as.mation 
and Class of •41 committees work 
together 10 plan and schedule 
events for homecoming. 
Domlhy Cox. a 1944 graduate in 
hislOI)' and English and chairperson 
for !he committee. said !he group 
senl OUI invilalions lo alumni and 
solidled donations and door prizes 
for weekend events. 
Cox said in 1944, because of 
WW II. soldiers were living in 
~r:· Anlhony Hall. 
~ · originally a 
women's dor-
mil.Ory. and 
were able to 
get the smok-
ing ban lifted 
which had 
always been 
imposed on 
Univer..ity stu-
Cox dents. 
Due lo lhe war, !here only were 
5 I graduates, moslly women. in 
1944. There were 126 graduales in 
1943. Anolher change on campus 
due lo the war was chapel atten-
dance. she said. All s1udcnts were 
required to go to chapel sessions in 
Shryock Auditorium, where 
instructors checked altendance. 
"I remember a lot of people 
would skip chapel. but ifthcy 
skipped too much they had to see 
the dean;· she said. "I never 
skipped chapel - I was a good girl. 
I did sneak out of my dorm after 
hour.. and go for walks wilh friends 
in Thompson Woods, !hough." 
Cox said she remembers a IOI of 
people spending time al Carter's 
Cafe, a diner across !he street from 
!he University. 
"We used to call it !he jelly joint. 
because jelly was a tenn for danc-
ing." she said. '"Everybody always 
had a IOI of fun thert:." 
~Taylor.a '44 graduate 
in physics and Grand Marshall for 
!his year's Homecoming parade. 
said lhe cafe was for whites only 
and blacks congregated in !he upper 
halls of !he science building or- al a 
diner on !he west side of campus. 
"In !he 40s then: were two stu-
dent bodies, whites were '!he stu-
denl body' and blacks were '!he 
Dunbar student body' ... he said. 
The Dunbar society, for-med in 
1925. was an African American 
organization ended in 1942. Taylor 
said he was insttumental in deseg-
regaling homecoming dances in 
1943. 
''There used to be two dances, a 
Dunbar dance in !he science build-
ing and a student body dance in !he 
gym." he said. "One day !he presi-
dent (oflhe University) called me 
in his office and asked me if we had 
one dance in high school. and lsaid 
Pages 
no and L'r. Pulliam said 'Don't lie 
tome .... 
Taylor said African American 
students voted for one dance in 
1943, but !he University refused to 
pay for it. In 1944 !he student'\ paid 
for- !he entire dance. Taylor was !he 
first black president of the SIUC 
Alumni Association in 1972 
Bueiger said festivities for !he 
class of '44 begin Friday with a reg-
isbalion, brunch, tourofcampus 
and dinner receplion with the presi-
dent and University leadeB. 
Other alumni activities include a 
38-member boanl mccring on 
Friday and the "Big Tent" events on 
Saturday. Buerger said a tent will 
be set up on the east side of 
McAndrew Stadium, where priz.es. 
snacks, bevemges and a compli-
mentary lunch will be provided by 
• !he alumni association and colleges. 
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r-------------------------------, llate_st diagnostic R&M AlJTO All foreign_ &1 
:equipment 2300 W. Main domestic repairs: 
1S~ialized training in Carbondale, IL 60 years experience1 
:~~~i~st diagnostics & 54 9. 3 116 in automotive repair: 
f-------------7-- · -----------· ,---~ --- --- .... J 
·~,tun,~ !:Radiator: l ,•,'Ill 
lj"iilllllrt' : , :nusti ·.,'.I: },/,!t»/f:,'•<:,: fti;il~ii, r .,,.v,:•·;< . , ./;,,., .. '_f ,•~•:: 
:;:~l'.t ·· ! · 829;95, + ,a.ilidnae 
Beyl. $49.95 I includes 1 galAntifreeze I . s'°'1'·2·;·•;•"1''•;·:;··-··:·,······· 
+ fuel and air filter I · ·I • 
~-------------J _______________ .. •... · _;·.. .. - . - . ----1 
I Thanks to our friends at Amoco West, you can now have I 
I your car fixed at R&M and use your Amoco card to pay. I 
I I L ___ exe; 10/31/94 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Most U.S. & Im.Ports __ .J 
• 
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GO 
DflWGS! 
We support the 
Saluki Homecoming 1994!· 
Bonnie Owen Property Management 
529-2054 
816 E. Main 
• 
• 
• 
October 13, 191)4 
WELCOME HOME 
ALUMNI! 
Join the Alumni Association, your college, and 
students under the "Big Tent" east of McAndrew 
Stadium, prior to SIUC's Homecoming game against 
Southeast Missouri State. Alumni, students, and 
friends are invited to ••. 
•II• ENJOY FREE LUNCH AND BEVERAGES 
•II• REGISTER FOR DOOR PRIZES 
•Iii• ENTER A GRAND PRIZE DRAWING: 
Missouri Valley Conference Basketball Trip (for members only) 
-
This event is made 
possible in part 
by Association 
membership dues. (--
Membership is open to alumni, students, and 
friends of SIUC. For more information on 
membership or "Big Tent" festivities, call the 
Alumni Association at 453-2408. 
GODAWGS! 
:.--
-~ 
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•once Upon a Time .•. • 
Homecoming Parade 
begins at 9:30 a.m. 
Saturday at the comu 
of University Avenue 
and Mill Street. 'Die 
parade will come to an 
end by McAndrew 
Stadium and the 
tailgate parking lot • 
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SIUC football Former Saluki tailback cracks 
scores of past NFL lineup with Buffalo Bills 
min 8y Grat Deady would come IJUc while he and his family lived in !he area. homeco P Sports [dJtoi "It's {coming back to play the Bears) noc something I really thought about growing 11p," he said "I ustd to CHICAGO-When fonncr Saluki foocball running watch the Bears play every Sunday, but it's noc something Yeu Opponent Ouk.ome Score back Yoncl Jounlain n:ccntly returned home. the Evan.'ilon I ever even thought about." 
nati\·e did it in a fa.~ion he never dreamed would be pos- 1be Bills won !he coin nip before !he game and elected 
/92 I Cape Girardeau T 0-0 sible. to receive !he opening kickoff, which landed in !he arms 
/922 SE Missouri St. L J 2-7 After spending the 1993 ~,;on on !he Buffalo Bills' of' Jcurdain. 
/923 Cape Girardeau W 15-0 developmental roster, Jourdain landed a !ipll( on the run- SIUCs sixth leading ru.\her of all-time returned !he ball time squad this presea.,;on a.,; a kick returner and backup to !he l6-ya11I line, but a clipping penalty called on !he 
1924 SE Missouri St. W 23-0 running back. Bills forced !he Buffalo offense to slalt fmm their own 
/925 SE Missouri St. T 0-0 Jourdain wa.,; placed on the inactive player list prior to eight. 
1926 Charleston W 23-0 the start of the regular~,;on this year, but when Buffalo Jourdain's mcky opening return a.,;a pm could be com-
/ 927 W 6-0 All-Pro running back Thurman Thoma.,; injured his knee pared to hi,; career a,; a SaJuki, whl:n the Dawg.,; posted a Cape Girardeau again.,;t Denver Sep(. 26. !he ex-Saluki standout gOl !he 15-29 record in hi,; four sea.wn.,;. 
1928 Charleston L 18-0 call. Staying rnocivated while at SIUC wa.,; difficult Jourdain 
J 929 Cape Girardeau W 7-0 Jourdain moved up to second on the depth chart at run- said, but his strong religious background helped him 
1930 Nonna! W 39-0 ning back behind Kenneth Davis and became the Bills' achieve his pmfes.,;ional a.,;piration.,;. 
deep receiver m kickoffs. "It (keeping rnocivated) was tough. but I figure :f you 
I 931 DeKalb W 7-6 The player who ranh among SIUC foocball's most pro- believe in your God given talent and you pray. it can hap-
1932 Charleston W 25-0 lific ru.\hers in history wa.,; finally going to get his chance pen," he said. "It wa." hard. but I just tried to stay focu.~ 
/933 Shurtleff W 2-0 and the Bills were slated to face the Bears at Soldier Field by reading and pretty much trying to do evcrythinr posi-
in Chicago the following game. tivc." 
1934 Charleston W 13-6 Jourdainsaidn:rumingtoChieagolanda. .. anNA.play-
/ 935 DeKalb L 28-0 er was an exciting twist to a goal he never imagined 
/936 Macomb L 17-0 
/937 N. Illinois L 16-0 
1938 Illinois St. L 6-0 
1939 W. Illinois L 20-7 
1940 Illinois St. L 25-6 
194/ N. Illinois W 14-7 
/942 Tennessee JC W 41-6 
/943 Did Not Play 
,,; : ' 
JY.+5 
/946 
/947 
/948 
/949 
/950 
/951 
/952 
1953 
/954 
/955 
/95(; 
/957 
1958 
/959 
/960 
/961 
/962 
/963 
/964 
/965 
1966 
/967 
1968 
1969 
/970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
/976 
1977 
/978 
1979 
/980 
198/ 
1982 
1983 
/9R4 
/985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
/989 
/99() 
/99/ 
/992 
/993 
1994 
W. Illinois 
W. Illinois 
E. Illinois 
N. Illinois 
Arkansas St. 
E. Illinois 
E. Michigan 
E. Illinois 
Wa-.hington U. 
E. Illinois 
E. Michigan 
Wa-;hington U. 
W.Illinois 
Central Michigan 
Wa,;hington U. 
E. Illinois 
Illinois St. 
E. Illinois 
Illinois St. 
N. Michigan 
N. Texa,;St. 
Tulsa 
E. Carolina College 
Tulsa 
Youngstown 
East Carolina 
Bradley 
Drake 
Illinois St. 
Akron 
Arkansao; St. 
Wichita St. 
N. Illinois 
Lamar 
N. Illinois 
Wichita St. 
Fresno St. 
SW Louisana 
Indiana St. 
New Mexico St. 
West Texa-. St. 
Southca,;t Mo. St. 
N. Iowa 
W.lllinois 
N. Illinois 
SW Missouri St. 
W. Illinois 
SW Missouri St. 
W.lllinois 
SW Missouri St. 
Southeast Mo. St. 
w 
w 
w 
w 
L 
L 
w 
L 
L 
w 
L 
L 
L 
L 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
L 
L 
w 
w 
L 
L 
w 
w 
L 
w 
L 
w 
w 
w 
L 
w 
L 
w 
w 
w 
L 
w 
w 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
39-0 
13-6 
29-0 
20-0 
27-21 
26-13 
44-13 
47-19 
19-14 
6-0 
20-0 
32-13 
21-7 
21-12 
36-7 
7-0 
30-6 
33-6 
14-0 
27-0 
14-13 
55-12 
31-13 
16-)3 
18-15 
17-3 
69-3 
34-32 
10-7 
14-13 
41-16 
33-22 
54-0 
9-5 
14-3 
31-7 
31-14 
41-0 
21-9 
41-3 
24-17 
51-13 
27-24 
21-15 
10-9 
31-25 
24-22 
17-13 
50-42 
22-17 
Saluki Homecoming Record 38-32-2 (.542) 
·;:, 
see fQUIDAIN. paae 8 
F~I game center of festivities 
Homecoming is !he time for parades. parties and alumni 
coming back to sec their alma mater, but the most anticipated 
event during this time is Saluki football. 
SIUC is preparing for its 72nd Homecoming game. a tra-
dition which started back in 1921 with a 0-0 tic against Cape 
Girardeau. The coach orthc 1921 SIUC team. !hen called the 
Maroon.,;, wa~ William McAndrew, namesake ofMcAndrew 
Stadium. 
The Dawgs are cumnlly stuck in a seven-game 
Homecoming slide. which began in 1987 with a 21-15 los.~ 
against Weslcm Illinois. Even on their cumnt slide the 
Salukis have an overall 38-32-2 Homecoming record. 
SIUC foocball head coach Shawn Watson will be coaching 
seeFOODAU..,.a 
' ·. . ' . •.' .,c .• , .... c:-e.,.,...,·~~ .......... 
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FOOTBALL, from page 7-
his first Homecoming game for the 
Salukis, but he knows what ii is like. 
WaL~on played for the Salukis from 
1979-81 and said he knows how special 
llomecoming is. 
··some of best memorie.~ of 
Homecoming arc the parades and the 
hand;· he said. ·The band wa~ always 
fired up and doing something wild and 
crazy:· 
Watson said the 1981 Homecoming 
game against Southwest Louisiana, in 
which SIUC wor. 41-0. was one of his 
favorites. 
'11le day was perfect for football and 
we really blew them up," he said. "We 
jumped out on them quick with our 
~f:ense scori, a lot of touchdowns and 
:.,al was fun. 
Fred Huff, :ilUC's men's sports infor-
mation director. said the best 
Homecoming game he ha~ ever been a 
pan ofis the 16-13 1967 upset of Tulsa. 
"Tulsa had one of the best teams in the 
country that year. and while we had a 
good team. they had a great team." Huff 
said. "'The stadium. which had a capacity 
of about 11.000 or 12.000 at that time. 
wa~ oacked and the fans were standing all 
along the track to watch the game." 
Huff said Tulsa came in with a tremen-
dous passing attack. but the Salukis rallied 
to pull the upseL 
"Ralph Galloway kicked three field 
goals 10 lead SIU and I.he crowd wa~ 
going crazy." he said. 
Tulsa had gone up 13-0. before rhe 
Dawgs fought back. took the lead and 
never looked back. 
SIUC Athletic Director Jim Han. who 
played for the Salukis in the early '60s. 
said fans ask him about the Tulsa game. 
"People keep asking me about the I 967 
game against Tulsa and tell me how well I 
played. but the problem wa~ I had already 
graduated a couple years before. " he said. 
"Every time we played Tulsa. including 
the 1965 Homecoming game (55-12) we 
got killed." 
"Some of the best memories of 
Homecoming are the parades 
and the band. The band was 
always doing something wild 
and crazy." 
-Shawn Watson 
Hart said his team~ were not very good. 
but the Salukis did "'"" Homecoming 
against North Tex& '•.11e 14-13 in 1964. 
'Thal was Oil(' • • better years. We 
went 4-5. but we did Nin Homecoming;· 
he said. 
Homecoming weekend was imponant 
lo Hart because of the overflowing 
crowds, all the alumni coming back and 
the enlenainment. 
"They would always have some sort of 
en1enainmen1 coming to Shryock ar.d 
Armory," he said. "I remembcrtiuring one 
Homecoming when the Kingston Trio 
came to SIU." 
lbe Salukis will play Southca.~I 
Missouri State this year with SIUC hold-
ing a 2-1-1 advantage over SEMO in 
Homecoming games. Watson said he likes 
playing Southea~t Mksouri State on 
Homecoming hccausc this could he a 
good rivalry. 
"'Now that SEMO is in Division I-AA 
and with both schools being so close 
together, this could he a good 
Homecoming game for both teams." he 
said. 
While some teams like to schedule 
weaker teams during Homecoming for an 
ea.~ier victory, Watson said scheduling 
tough opponenl~ like conference teams 
could be an advantage. 
"II might he a good idea to schedule 
conference teams for Homecoming 
hccausc the crowd is already jacked up, so 
it can only help the home team," he said. 
Slial 
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JOURDAIN, from page 7 
Cracking the lineup on the four-time AFC 
Champion Bills turned cut to be just as diffi-
cult of a task for Jourdain a~ enduring three 
losing sea,;ons while at SIUC. 
However. once Jourdain ·s name cleared the 
final cut~. he said it would have hecn hard 10 
find a happier man in Buffalo. 
"I felt prelly good, he said. "I worked hard 
in the off-sca.,;on and gave l{X}.percent and 
said 'whatever happens, happens.· But ii 
turned out to be good, so rm happy. 
"Ba~ically. you gotta believe in yourself, 
pray to God and hope for the best and good 
things will happen." 
One thing which ha~ come in handy for 
Jourdain as an NFL rookie is playing in the 
shadow of teammate Thurman 'Jborrw. 
Thomas is regarded as one of the premiere 
running backs in the NFL and Jourdain said 
he takes a silent approach when it comes to 
picking-up on the four-time Pro-Bowler's 
techniques. 
"Just to watch him alone, you can learn a lot 
from him," he said. "It's not so much like you 
can ask him how to do this or how to do thaL 
You just have to watch him and learn as much 
as you can." 
lbese days, Jourdain·s contacts have 
become limited with his alma mater. since 
keeping his job on the Bills is more than a 
full-time job. 
"I talk to a few of my teammates that I 
played ball with. but most of them arc preny 
much gone." Jourdain said. "I talked 10 DJ. 
Wanlynsld (SIUC running backs coach). he's 
pretty much theooly coach that's still there 
from when I was playing." 
But when asked about what he remembers 
the most from his days in Carbondale, 
Jourdain said it is hard to pinpoint one specific 
area 
"Everything, I mean just my teammates and 
how hard they worlted," he said ... To see me at 
this level and knowing that !here's some other 
guys that could have made it, excepr for 
maybe one or two breaks they didn't have." 
The Bews beat the Bills ~13 that Sunday 
and Jourdain never did see any time in 
Buffalo's offensive backfield. But on the ensu-
ing kickoff after the Bears final score of the 
game. Jourdain scampered out to the 30 yard-
line and was credited with a 16-yard return. 
which could possibly be a bright stan for a 
former star from SIUC. 
<c,,,C~cili,~,~~·-i~ . . 
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